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The trip to the Hindu Temple of Rochester was a unique addition to the ongoing diversity
events on campus. In conjunction with the Office of Multicultural Affairs and Diversity,
the Religious Studies Club cosponsored this event. Approximately 20 students
participated in the trip which inspired inter-cultural and inter-religious dialogue. The trip
included a tour of the Hindu temple and a chance to observe a Puja, which is a special
religious ceremony within the Hindu faith. A representative of the temple gave a brief
lecture on the Hindu faith that both emphasized important aspects of the Hindu faith and
addressed common misconceptions. As a result, students had the opportunity to witness
the Hindu faith in context and interact with a different culture.

Letter from the Editor
Dear Reader,
This copy of Verbum that you have selected to
read is truly a great piece of work. The
submissions from students, faculty, and alumni
both touch the heart and engage the mind. There
are pieces that encourage growth in your
relationship with the divine and with the people
you surround yourself with. Concurrently, there
are writings that help expand our understanding
and knowledge of texts and topics that may be
unfamiliar. All of these pieces represent and help
us to appreciate the diversity on our campus.
A great piece of work such as this doesn’t
come together without a group of dedicated people
to make it possible. I thank the review boards and
editors who have worked so hard to make this
issue of Verbum. Also I thank those who
submitted writings; this collection of work
wouldn’t happen without you. On that note, I
would like to encourage everyone to submit your
writing for future issues of Verbum. We love to
have diverse pieces that allow us to reach out to
all those in our campus community.
Enjoy! Yours faithfully,
Emily Lalka
REST Club President
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A Critical Examination of Luke 15: 11-32
I. Introduction
The parable of the prodigal son is arguably one of the most well-known and
frequently referenced parables of Jesus. Although the story is attributed to Jesus of
Nazareth, it cannot be said with certainty that it did, in fact, originate with Jesus.
Nevertheless, biblical scholars, theologians, clergy, and laypersons alike have deemed the
text worthy of analysis and interpretation throughout the centuries. As scholar Charles
W. Hedrick establishes in his work Parables as Poetic Fictions, it is imperative that the
content of a parable be considered in its constitutive elements as a literary work with a
plot, characters, and an interior setting. This lessens the impact of any preconceived
notions or external biases that may be imposed upon the story by its auditor, and that may
serve as a hindrance to its original context (cf. 3). Only when an effort is made to
regard a parable in its most original form can evaluations or interpretations be put forth.
In this paper, I will present the interpretive responses of eight theologians in
regards to this parable. These interpretations reflect both historical-critical and ecclesial
approaches to the text, and offer provocative insights into the unraveling of the storyline
and plot. After presenting these viewpoints, I will evaluate several of the positions in
light of my own personal reading of the story. I will then offer a conclusion that suggests
these varied positions work together as a resource for a better understanding of this
parable within contemporary society.
II. Exegetical Analyses of the Parable of the Prodigal Son
Biblical scholar Mary Ann Tolbert views the parable of the prodigal son through
the lens of psychoanalytic theory, and the teachings of its founder, Sigmund Freud in
Perspectives on the Parables. Tolbert evaluates the parable as a self-contained entity, and
does not compare it to other similar parables in Luke. She analyzes the literary content in
terms of its relation to a “conscious representation of a wish-fulfillment dream” (Tolbert
97). She states that the elements contained in dreams are often reflective of a more
complex unity, or a compounded understanding of existence, and that the structure of this
parable establishes such a complex unity in the relationships between the father and his

two sons. These three central figures, or elements, of the story experience division or
separation in their relationships, and Tolbert argues that the “wish” of the parable is “to
reconcile these conflicting elements and restore unity” (cf. 97). The “wish” of this
parable is fulfilled when its primary characters are reconciled to one another. Although
this objective is not directly obtained at the conclusion of the parable, Tolbert contends
that the father is, indeed, able to “[unify] the two sons within himself,” and the two sons
“are joined through the person of the father figure,” by way of the statements offered by
the father to each of his sons respectively (cf. 97-98).
Tolbert reiterates that this concept of complex unity is further demonstrated
within the narrative structure of the parable itself (cf. 101). Defining the storyline as an
example of a parallel plot parable, Tolbert upholds that there are two distinct yet
complimentary storylines in the piece. Both of these storylines appear to center on the
experiences between the two sons and their father, and contain parallels in their
vocabulary and themes. The younger son leaves home on a journey, decides to return, is
received by his father, confesses to him, and is offered his father’s response. Similarly,
the elder son returns home from working in the field, receives a servant’s explanation of
his brother’s return, is received by his father to whom he issues criticism, and then is
offered his father’s response. Tolbert contends that, on a deeper level, these similarities
between the two plots and the manner in which they are presented “[express] the longing
of the human heart for wholeness, for a reintegration of the conflicting elements of life”
(101). In this way, Tolbert is able to expound upon an emerging theme of this parable by
considering theories often associated with the field of psychology.
In The Gospel in Parable, John R. Donahue examines the parable of the prodigal
son in terms of its “dramatic structure,” rather than its reflections of psychoanalytic
thought (cf. 152). Like Tolbert, he identifies the father as the central character within the
story, but identifies only one storyline encompassing the actions of the three main
figures. He considers the believability of the parable within the historical context, stating
that the request of the younger son at the story’s opening, although potentially
“inappropriate,” was legal in ancient Palestine. Although a son could ask his father for
his share of his inheritance while his father was still living, he was forbidden to
“jeopardize the capital” (cf. Donahue 154). It was required to remain within the family’s
possession. Donahue stresses the severity with which the actions of the younger son in
the parable would have been judged by original auditors, as he states: “By dissipating the
property, the younger son severs the bonds with his father, with his people, and hence
with God; he is no longer a son of his father and no longer a son of Abraham” (154).
This reality is emphasized by the younger son himself during the story’s climax when he
declares the confession he will present to his father upon returning home.
Donahue argues that the father’s actions during the “second act” of the parable
would have been quite shocking to its ancient listeners since the son’s sin appeared rather
extensive. The immediate compassion the father offers to his son before the confession
can even be

completed is exceptional, and reinforces the theme of joyful celebration evident in the
two preceding parables within the gospel of Luke. In similarity to Tolbert, Donahue also
identifies deeper meanings evoked by the materials ordered by the father for his son. For
instance, the robe and ring are often associated with authority, and sandals could only
have been worn by individuals who were free (cf. 155). This supports the absence of the
son’s request for his father to treat him as a servant in the preceding section of the
parable. Although the son expected to be treated as a slave, his father’s response to his
return extends beyond his expectations to a considerable degree.
Finally, Donahue considers the “third act” of this parable, and examines the
relationship between the father and the elder son. He states that, again, the actions of the
father in response to his son’s behavior are startling. Although the son is self-righteous
and defiant towards his father, the father “treats him as equal in authority and dignity and
counters angry and divisive language with images of reconciliation and unity” (Donahue
157). Thus, literary and historical criticism of this parable uncovers elements that
redefine ancient Jewish customs which permitted parents to harshly discipline rebellious
children. On a more allegorical level, Donahue argues that this parable also alludes to
Jesus’ proclamation of the kingdom, or reign, of God, which “is the offer of God’s mercy
and love that shatters the categories of servility by which people seek God’s favor” (158).
In this way, man’s relationship with God seems to be redefined by this parable as well.
Although in The Parables of Jesus Joachim Jeremias recognizes the love of the
father character in the story as an “image” of God, he maintains that “[t]he parable is not
an allegory, but a story drawn from life” (128). Jeremias argues that this reality is
reflected in the younger son’s declaration that he has sinned against heaven in addition to
his earthly father (cf. 128). Like Donahue, Jeremias evaluates the validity of the
parable’s plot based upon information about ancient Jewish life. The fact that the father
ran to greet his son would have been considered “a most unusual and undignified
procedure for an aged oriental” (Jeremias 130). However, this inconceivable action is
only followed by additional uncharacteristic responses on the part of the father, as
mentioned earlier in Donahue’s perspective.
Jeremias responds to critics who argue that the response of the elder brother was a
later addition to the parable and not original to Jesus by stating that “linguistically and
factually it fits the pattern of the story” (131). The opening sentence of the parable,
which establishes that the father figure has two sons, supports Jeremias’ argument.
Based upon this belief that the parable was originally presented in its entirety, Jeremias
postulates that the early auditors were most likely men who were similar to the elder
brother in their hostility towards Jesus’ gospel of God’s love, grace, mercy, and goodness
(cf. 132). It is possible that Jesus was responding to his critics while orating this parable.
Jeremias argues that this possibility is further reflected in the two parables preceding the
prodigal son parable in the Lucan account. These stories contain references to the
“sinners” with whom Jesus was accused of associating, mainly shepherds and those who
lived in disobedience to the Torah. With each of these characters experiencing a
celebration at the parables’ conclusions, Jeremias argues that Jesus is emphasizing the
extension of God’s love to sinners who repent (cf. 132). This interpretation serves to

illustrate the theological components that can be drawn from the parables upon critical
analysis.
In Jesus of the Parables, Eta Linnemann similarly interprets the parable as “the
answer of Jesus to the protest of the Pharisees against his table fellowship with tax
collectors and sinners” (73). She attempts to evaluate the parable in terms of how it
might have originally been received by its first auditors. If this parable was, indeed,
presented to an audience of Pharisees in response to their criticism, Linnemann argues
that these individuals would undoubtedly have noticed the parallels between the
questionable living practices of the younger son and the behaviors of the ‘tax-collectors’
and ‘sinners’ whom they reviled. However, she also maintains that these apparent
similarities do not ensure that the character of the son is allegorical for a ‘tax-collector’ or
‘sinner’ (cf. Linnemann 75-76). It can exist within the plot of the story as a selfcontained attribute.
In addition to the uncharacteristic action within the parable of a male head of
household running, which was discussed earlier, Linnemann stresses that the father’s
subsequent actions of kissing and embracing his son would have been viewed peculiarly
in ancient Palestinian culture. The father’s embrace of his son indicates that he is
preventing the son from humbling himself before his father. Similarly, in offering a kiss
to his son the father is demonstrating his acceptance of him and establishing him as his
equal (cf. Linnemann 77). Since respect for and subordination to parents was a crucial
component of ancient life, the father’s response to his younger son’s return would have
inevitably startled its early auditors. Although fatherly compassion was not an entirely
foreign concept to ancient Jews, there were also strict requirements that repentant sinners
needed to adhere to before they could be considered forgiven. In this story, forgiveness
is offered in an unconditional and unconventional manner. Although the behavior of the
elder son alludes to that of the Pharisees, especially in his statement that he obeyed all of
his father’s commands, Linnemann argues that the Pharisees’ protest towards Jesus’
association with ‘sinners’ is not analogous to the son’s protest of his father’s celebration
for the younger son. Nevertheless, it is evident that the allusion would have evoked the
attention of Jesus’ listeners and warranted a response from them (cf. Linnemann 80).
This interpretation demonstrates the applicability of Jesus’ parables to the reality in
which he was living.
After critically evaluating the parable as one unit that includes the two parables
preceding it in Luke 15, Kenneth E. Bailey concludes that “all three are symbols for God,
and that all three evolve into symbols for Jesus” (57) in Jacob & the Prodigal. He
establishes that the father character in the parable of the prodigal son serves as a
metaphor both for God and the person of Jesus. In presenting the father as exhibiting
behavior that far exceeds the traditional expectations of an ancient patriarch, Bailey
contends that “Jesus elevate[d] the figure of father beyond its human limitations as he
reshape[d] it into his primary metaphor for God” (101). This metaphor is also extended
to Jesus himself in that the father’s act of preparing a banquet for his wayward son is
reflective of Jesus’ actions of dining with and openly receiving ‘sinners’ as table
companions (cf. Bailey 62). These metaphors would most likely have been readily

apparent to the original audience of this parable, which the Lucan account describes as
being primarily comprised of religious leaders.
Bailey examines the content of the parable, and describes several words and
phrases that might be subject to misinterpretation apart from considering the manner in
which they would have been received by ancient listeners. For instance, he cites the
common conception within Christian thought that the prodigal son acknowledged his sin
prior to returning to his father. However, Bailey suggests that the phrase uttered by the
younger son regarding sinning against heaven and against his father is a quote from a
scene in Exodus issued by Pharaoh to Moses in a dishonest attempt to manipulate Moses
to ask God to stop the plagues. It is not heartfelt or genuine repentance. Jesus’ audience
of scribes and Pharisees was well-versed in the Scriptures, and would have recognized
this parallel. Further, Bailey maintains that it is stated within the parable itself that the
son was motivated by hunger to return to his father, and not by sincere remorse (cf.
Bailey 106-107). This discrepancy is of utmost significance if the parable is to be
interpreted as containing metaphorical language for God. As Bailey states, the fact that
the son is not able to offer an honest apology until he is moved by his father’s “selfemptying love” is indicative of the inability of humans to return to God unaided. Once
the father warmly receives his son, the son offers the first two components of his
prepared speech. Although it is commonly assumed that the father interrupted his son
before he could offer the third component, Bailey insists that the son selflessly omitted
this element. His primary focus was no longer on serving himself by obtaining access to
food, and he was able to wholeheartedly confess his wrong-doing without any sort of
agenda (cf. Bailey 109). This viewpoint seems to offer a perception of the parable that
differs from more contemporary understandings of the story within Christian thought.
In The Parables of the Synoptic Gospels, B.T.D. Smith considers the parable in
terms of the presentation of its multiple parts. He notes that the story is divided
unequally, with a greater emphasis placed on the actions of the younger son rather than
the elder son. Smith does not suppose that this inequality represents, as some scholars
contend, that the concluding scene between the father and elder son was added later to
address the issue of Pharisaic criticism of Jesus’ acceptance of ‘sinners.’ He does,
however, argue that this section of the parable is a significant component of its overall
interpretation. Smith states that this part of the story allows the auditor to recognize that
the parable’s plot is not resolved at its conclusion (cf. Smith 193). Listeners are forced to
wonder how the elder son will respond to his father’s imploring. This ending scene of the
story also reinforces the theme that surrounds the parable in its entirety. According to
Smith, “By drawing emphatic attention to the peculiar quality of a father’s joy in a
recovered son [this section] subserve[s] the leading thought of the parable” (193).
Similarly, he insists that this deeper meaning within the parable might not have been as
readily recognized by its audience if not for the interaction between the father and elder
son.
Smith describes the response of the elder son to his father’s exuberant welcome of
the prodigal son as “natural,” and not controversial. He recognizes in this scene an
apparent allusion to “the godly and their attitude towards the mission to the outcast,” and

argues that the original intent of this portion of the parable may have been “to give
assurance to the penitent” (cf. Smith 194). In this way, the parable emphasizes the
forgiveness that will be offered to those who repent, as opposed to an open rebuke of the
elder son for his oppositional response to his father’s behavior. By examining this unique
section of the parable, Smith illuminates the greater meaning it might contain within its
verses, as well as the way in which original audiences might have received it.
In The Parables of the Kingdom, C.H. Dodd seeks to analyze the parable of the
prodigal son by comparing and contrasting it to the two parables that precede it in the
gospel of Luke. Dodd states that the third parable in this series “is not exactly parallel
with the other two” (92). According to Dodd, the first two parables seem to focus on a
person’s delight after finding a lost possession that an “outsider” might consider “trifling”
(cf. 92). Dissimilarly, Dodd states that the point of the prodigal son parable “would seem
to lie in the contrast between the delight of a father at the return of his scapegoat son, and
the churlish attitude of the ‘respectable’ elder brother” (92-93). This parable seems to be
more complex in its plot than the two preceding it. There are additional human
characters and, thereby, multifaceted relationships that exist between these individuals.
Like other scholars previously mentioned in this text, Dodd affirms that the story is
applicable to Jesus’ ministry, as is suggested by the Lucan context that describes Jesus
articulating the parable to a group of Pharisees (cf. 93). By considering this parable in
relation to the stories preceding it, Dodd presents elements of the parable that may have
previously been unnoticed.
Herman Hendrickx provides a detailed exegesis concerning the verses of the
parable as they appear in the gospel in The Parables of Jesus. Although some scholars,
like Donahue, suggest that it would have been culturally acceptable for a son in ancient
Palestine to request his share of his father’s property while the father was still living and
healthy, Hendrickx contends that the younger son’s request essentially established that he
considered his father to be dead. Based upon this harsh consideration by the son towards
his father, Hendrickx concludes that it is, in fact, an extraordinary element of the parable
that the father willingly permits his son’s request (cf. 151). Hendrickx emphasizes the
significance of the original Greek meaning of the words present in the parable. For
instance, apedemesen is utilized to describe the younger son’s journey “away from his
own people.” In Greek, the word used for the phrase “leaving his own people” is also
interpreted “as a euphemism for dying.” In similarity, the phrase eis choran makran, or
“into a far country,” indicates “the younger son is really separated from his father” (cf.
Hendrickx 152). In this case, the separation would be both literal in terms of distance and
figurative in terms of the son’s relationship with his father. Although the text specifies
that the younger son disposed of his income in “loose living,” Hendrickx mentions that it
does not specifically describe how the son lost his funds, and concludes that this omission
“implies that his fault resides mainly in the irremediable loss of the inheritance” (cf. 152).
This particular interpretation is notable since it entails that the younger son was not
necessarily living sinfully, or immorally, as contemporary Christian interpreters often
seem to maintain. His questionable behavior could have been found in the singular
action of spending his inheritance irresponsibly.

Hendrickx particularly notes the words spoken by the father to his elder son at the
conclusion of the parable. He states that the term teknon means child, which is
understood to be more “affectionate and reconciliatory” than the term huios, or son. By
addressing the elder son in this manner, the father “assures him that his rights are not
affected by the grace shown to his younger brother” (cf. Hendrickx 159). By claiming
that all he has belongs to the son, the father establishes that “[the son] already ha[s]
everything,” and thus has no reason to complain, while his younger son had been
separated from the family and, by consequence, its possessions (cf. Hendrickx 159).
Hendrickx’s critical reflection on this text offers profound insight into its interpretation
and further consideration.
III. Personal Interpretation of the Parable of the Prodigal Son
After considering the exegetical analyses of several prominent theologians in
response to the parable of the prodigal son, I find myself both agreeing and disagreeing
with aspects of the various critical approaches. Although all of the points I have
examined are incredibly thought-provoking and astute, I have uncertainties regarding
some of the arguments raised and their style. For instance, I am wary of Mary Ann
Tolbert’s perspective on the parable since she relies on psychological concepts over a
more balanced literary criticism of the story. As scholar Charles W. Hendrick contends,
“A reader is not authorized to go outside the world of the story or to use non-story
‘referential’ language in ‘interpreting’ the story, unless it is mandated by particular
semantic markers in the story itself” (3). However, Tolbert does defend her use of
psychoanalysis, recognizing the need to refrain from infringing upon the integrity of the
literature by imposing an exterior position upon it. She maintains that analyzing the
parable in this way is necessary due to the growing tendency of modern humanity to
express “its self-understanding in psychological terms” (cf. Tolbert 94-95). She argues,
“[T]he parable must speak convincingly to some deep layer of the human psyche in order
for it to have maintained its prominence in the Christian tradition” (Tolbert 96). I agree
with this statement, and feel that any interpretative effort to discover this layer could
arguably lead to a more advanced understanding of the parable within its literary context.
Based upon this defense, I can conclude that my objections are a response to the approach
itself, and not Tolbert’s use of it.
Personally, I view the parable’s ability to remain relevant to numerous
generations throughout history as indicative of its inherent value and ageless meaning on
multiple levels. I agree with theologian W.O.E. Oesterley’s argument that the specific
details within the story are not crucial to its plot or its capacity to affect an auditor or
reader. As Oesterley affirms, “The essence of the teaching, the central point of the
parables, would not have been affected, had there been ten sheep, or five pieces of
money, or several sons” (183). Likewise, the generally accepted title that is typically
associated with the parable could arguably be altered without detriment to the literary
work as a whole. Since all of the central characters in the story seem to be significant,
the story could easily be termed “The Broken Family,” or “The Jealous Brother,” or
“The Loving Father.” Therefore, I am apprehensive of interpretations that focus on the
story’s details as integral components of the storyline. While Donahue’s thoughts on the

deeper meaning associated with the clothing items provided to the prodigal son upon his
return are insightful, I question whether the omission of these items from the parable
would hinder a reader’s ability to perceive the son as receiving an overtly exuberant
welcome. This possibility seems especially questionable in light of the descriptive phrase
“[a]nd they began to celebrate” as well as the words spoken by the father, “for this son of
mine was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found!” (cf. Lk 15: 23-24) which
immediately follow the text describing the father’s order for the clothing items.
Nevertheless, it would seem that excessive argument against belaboring detailed elements
of the story would be counterproductive in that the argument itself would be delegating a
large portion of energy to these very elements.
After analytically reading this parable, I find that I am in agreement with both
Jeremias and Smith in that I think that the story’s ending was included in the original
story and not as an addition at a later date. As Jeremias suggests, the first line of the
parable establishes that the father has two sons, and I consider it odd that a character
would be introduced in a story without any further mention within the text. While the
story would still be coherent if the final scene were not present, the storyline seems to
flow more smoothly with its inclusion. This scene is relatively equal in length to the
opening and middle scenes, which might suggest that it was not haphazardly strewn in as
an afterthought.
Interestingly, this paper presents two opposing viewpoints regarding the legality
and permissibility of the younger son’s action of requesting his share of his father’s estate
prior to his father’s death. While one scholar maintains that the act was considered
acceptable in ancient Palestinian culture, another argues that the act would have been
equivalent to the son viewing his father as dead. Since there appears to be a stark
contrast between these two positions, I can surmise that one most likely has more
historical accuracy than the other. In my opinion, it is the latter view that holds more
credence. Since ancient Jewish culture dictated that children honor their parents, it would
seem that a son demanding a portion of his father’s estate before the father’s actual death
would be viewed as highly disrespectful. However, it might be that there is truth in both
of these statements. For instance, it might have been culturally unacceptable, yet legally
allowable, for a son to present such a request to his father.
I also am inclined to agree with Bailey’s contention that the younger son’s
decision to return to his father and confess his wrongdoing was not motivated by sincere
remorse. The text does not mention the son experiencing an awareness of his offenses
against his father or against heaven, even though he chooses to include this statement in
his confession to his father. Instead, the son’s sensation of hunger causes him to reach
the realization that he could receive food if he returned home and asked his father to treat
him as a hired hand (cf. Lk 15: 17-19). His confession, thereby, seems to serve as a
means for the son to obtain his desired end of satisfying his hunger, rather than as a
heartfelt admission of transgression. However, I also agree with Bailey that the son’s
selfishness is not permanent, as he does not ask to be treated as a servant upon reuniting
with his father, but, instead, simply acknowledges his sin and unworthiness to be called a
son (cf. Lk 15: 21). Like Bailey, I also think that the father did not interrupt his son’s

speech but that the omission of this final component was an intentional act within the
story that indicates genuine repentance. The text does not seem to contain any indicators
that would reference an interruption by the father, but, rather, the son is able to finish his
sentence.
Although I recognize the necessity of viewing the parables of Jesus without an
allegorical or ecclesial frame in an effort to establish their most original form, I think that
the presence of the final scene in this parable alludes to the possibility for a deeper
meaning to exist. The overwhelming compassion that the father displays towards both of
his sons seems quite exceptional, and prompts questions of whether or not his actions are
representative of a response that extends beyond general human nature. Similarly, the
objections put forth by the elder son mirror common human responses to the extension of
God’s grace to “sinners,” or those individuals who are deemed “lost causes” by their
contemporaries or society as a whole. As I mentioned earlier, the fact that this story
continues to have an impact on its readers seems to reflect elements that are more
profound and intense in nature, and that cannot be easily evaluated solely in terms of the
plot of the storyline.
IV. Conclusion
Although the parable of the prodigal son encompasses less than a page in the New
Testament, detailed and varied interpretations of the text abound. The interpretations
considered in this text contain both similarities and differences to one another, and reflect
a slight portion of the various viewpoints currently in circulation. As is an essential
component of any critical analysis of ancient texts, virtually all of the positions discussed
in this work consider the historical and sociological context in which this parable is
believed to have been delivered by Jesus. While some tend to allegorize, others are more
focused on specific plot elements.
After attempting to respond to the views present in this paper while adding my
own personal reading of the parable, I have reached the conclusion that there seems to be
no singular interpretation that holds precedence over the others. They all present viable
points that merit reflection and consideration in further study, and they all illumine
aspects of the parable’s plot in compelling and meaningful ways that retain their
relevancy into the modernity of the present.
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***Ode to the Holy One
In the midnight blue skies,
In the heavenly luminous stars,
Upon the lush green meadows,
Within the eyes of every lover,
Whose heart is now filled,
You are within them,
To protect them with your good will,
Your powerful ways to captivate the minds of us all,
You offer your undying love for the weak, the strong, and the lost,
Forgiveness is given to all whom seek your absolution,
Never a human soul left unguided,
For you alone guide them with your gentle hands,
You hold the world upon your shoulders,
The miracles never cease to amaze thee,
Loved by you sets the world towards peace,
You are glorified among your people,
A ray of hope to those in your need,
The newborn babe sent from above,
The heavenly skies shine above him,
Laying silently still in a world of slumber,
Shielded from any evil around him,
You brought him to us to be our savior,
You let him give himself up for us,
Most merciful one,
With such infinite power,
Let your good will pass over man-kind,
Give me strength to pull through,
Faith is what I offer to you with everlasting love,
You are the one,
The only one,
Who can save us from our sin,
I pray to you,
I live for you,
I cannot fathom all you’ve done for me,
You’re the almighty father,
Creator of us all
Courtney Badger

Looking In
It is not the house you live in
Or the clothes you wear
It is the heart and mind that counts here
Worldly life
A fleeting thing
Purify the heart
Purify the soul
And you will be of gold
As it was foretold
Peace with oneself
Peace with the world
Oh the relief
Oh the content
What is the purpose
What is the intent
Be true to thyself
And one will find Oneself

Wegdan Ashkar

Palestine is Me
Palestine is me, And I am Palestine
I have a history, And I have a past
You break my bones, And put in me holes
You take away my home, my children, my life
Stop the violence, Stop the bloodshed, Stop the killings
I will live in fear no more
I will fight for what is right
The right to Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness
I will fight with rocks and stones
God be with me, God help me
To protect my religion and protect myself
You cannot deny me
Be me dead or be me alive
I will not be silenced
I will not be forgotten
Palestine is me
And I am Palestine

Wegdan Ashkar

Faculty/Staff Flowers

Now
When I sing my soul and
Strain for God,
The beat no longer bends to the
Pulse of purgatory
But to the rhythms of
Self-respect.

Geraldine Hogan

The Present
1
Radiance on bare limbs,
dawn’s underbelly rises fiery salmon–
Smudge of periwinkle and charcoal
streaks this sky without winter.
2
Glint
of silver-tipped wings, buoyant shadows,
heartbeats
against the wafer-thin moon.
Cold rain.
3
Sudden cloud of steam,
teakettle’s high-pitched whistle:
here, here, here–
First orders of the day.
4
When I forget to breathe
it startles me to see my breath
in cold morning air.
5
Leafless woods, hushed and thin.
Mourning doves drift slantwise
through dark pines
their heavy wings, unhinged.
6
Away— and gone.
Silence collapses
into the drip
of rain.

M.J.Iuppa

Fort Hood 2009
“In Ramah is heard the sound of moaning,
of bitter weeping!
Rachel mourns her children,
She refuses to be consoled
Because her children are no more.”
(Jeremiah 31:15)

The roar of the ferocious enemy
Has ceased
Bodies cover the field
All around lurks only
The stillness of death
In the bloodshot eyes
Of the dying day
The silent movement of the last bird
No tears irrigate the stoned cheeks
No loud lament
Not even a sigh
Rachel finds no consolation
Refuses comfort
Reeks of the stupor of life
Her children no more
Her god an absent myth
Voices will be heard
Babbling rhetorical blahs
Pious platitudes from left and right
Pointed fingers in empty accusations
The brave soldiers who were
Cut down will silently fly
Before the silent memory of God
The living carry the burden of life.
Michael Costanzo
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Faith
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Complete Love
Emily Lalka
“GOD, I've been hearing of late people quoting the bible and saying, ‘love your enemies.’ Jesus
said, "You have heard that it was said, 'Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I tell you: Love your
enemies and pray for those who persecute you”. I've been thinking about that... Isn't it better not to have
anyone be your enemy? If we are all brothers and sisters and you created each one of us in your image and
likeness, then why do so many people think they have enemies? I understand that we can't all get along
perfectly and agree on everything when there are so many unique and different personalities, but I still love
those people I disagree with just as much as I love others. Even if some considered me their enemy,
wouldn't my love for them soften their anger and hatred and help them to see me not as an enemy, but as a
neighbor? I have heard that once we hear someone's life story, we can no longer be their enemy. I just
wish that people could love more completely and see themselves and others as your beloved children. I
think the only people who feel they have enemies are those who look in the mirror and don't feel complete
love for what they see. They don't see you inside of them and they project their anger toward themselves
onto others. So much damage is done in our world because of this. How can I help people to love more?
Not only to love their neighbor and their enemy, but to love themselves. If people could only see your
holiness within themselves, they wouldn't even have to think twice about loving their neighbor. Loving
their enemies would not even have to be considered because they wouldn't see anyone as their enemy.
They would only see people as your children and their brothers or sisters. “God, I have felt the agonizing
pain of the horrible things present in this world, so much pain that it nearly killed me. If it's possible for me
to feel the pain of others around the world, then it must also be possible for others around the world to feel
my love. Show me how I can help the world feel your love. Help me be everything that you created me to
be, in my words and in my actions, so others can feel your complete and unconditional love.”

Photo by Jennifer Erickson Cozzo

Lauren Vicker
Communication/Journalism Department

Prayer Shawls and Yarn Circles
“If I can teach a woman whose brain has been fried by 25 years on drugs to knit, I
can certainly teach you.” With those words to bolster my courage, I began my first
knitting lesson. I hadn’t really planned to learn to knit or crochet, but the women at my
church were starting a shawl ministry and I liked all the women in the group, and thus
had to learn how to knit to be a member of this start-up. My instructor was an elderly
woman who had spent many years working with the female inmates at Albion prison.
Before that time, I only knew of shawls as something senior citizens used to keep
warm, but it turns out that shawl ministries are exploding in number across the country
and around the world. Millions of women, and even some men, are gathering to string
yarn together in colorful and creative ways, making gifts for people they often don’t even
know. The finished product is usually presented to someone who needs support and
healing, due to trauma, illness, or the stress of life changes.
In the process of making the shawls, fellowship bonds develop and are
strengthened. So shawl ministry groups benefit the givers as well as the recipients. In
my own groups, I have seen women bond over dealing with unruly toddlers, battling
cancer, facing unemployment, and other life challenges. The knitting and crocheting
keeps the hands busy while the soul is nourished by friendship, understanding, and the
knowledge that someone else cares about you. At the same time, I have been privileged
to present shawls to people who had lost a parent, undergone major surgery, and had a
spouse enter hospice care. The gifting of a shawl provides the opportunity to share
fellowship and let the recipient know that others care about them in their moment of
need.
The concepts of “prayer” shawls or a shawl “ministry” makes some people think
that it is tied to religion, but that is often not the case. While many shawl ministries
spring up in churches, including my urban parish in Rochester’s South Wedge
neighborhood, knitting is often more spiritual than religious. One stitch connects to

another and another to form something that is beautiful (except for my earliest
creations!), useful (especially in Rochester winters!) and meaningful for the knitter and
the recipient.
Another aspect of this fellowship is the willingness of the experienced knitters to
teach even the rank beginners with a patience that Job would envy. No matter how badly
I mangle a project, there are a number of women who will drop everything to help me fix
the mess or soften the blow if I have to pull it out and start all over. Their reward is the
joy in the finished product.
Being a knitter is a lot like being connected to Fisher: no matter where you go, no
matter your age or experience, having that in common forges an instant bond. At St.
John Fisher there are formal and informal groups of those who knit and crochet, who
come together to complete a specific project or just for the peace and friendship that
comes from sharing a craft. Getting students involved in yarn crafts allows us to broaden
the way we share this experience and gives us all an opportunity to create gifts to present
as part of our outreach to the community.

Anyone interested in learning to knit or crochet or to become part of a shawl ministry can
contact Lauren at lvicker@sjfc.edu.
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“Breaking Ground”
A LOOK AT THE IMPACT OF THE CAPPADOCIAN FATHERS ON THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT DURING THE
TRANSITION BETWEEN THE COUNCIL OF NICAEA (325) AND THE COUNCIL OF
CONSTANTINOPLE (381).
“The way of the knowledge of God lies from One Spirit through the One Son to
the One Father, and conversely the natural goodness and the inherent holiness
and the royal dignity extend from the Father through the only-begotten Son to the
Spirit”
-St.Basil (De Spiritu Sancto)

At the center of Christian dogma lies the worship of the Holy Trinity. Naturally,
with every central focus comes controversy. Throughout history, the interpretation of the
Trinity has created a tremendous amount of debate. Opposition to specific interpretation
is expected as numerous philosophies are bound to rise due to the simple truth that the
reality of God can never be fully comprehended by human efforts. Therefore, with the
nature and essence of God being left for definition to a finite source, disagreements about
the true nature of God are inevitable.
Debate on the Trinity has historically been focused between the relationship of
God, the Father, with his Son, Jesus Christ. Very little attention was given to the Holy
Spirit. With so much tension and emotion involved with the discussions about our Savior,
Jesus Christ, the concepts surrounding the Holy Spirit were often overlooked. The Arian
Controversy, which divided the Church from before the Council of Nicaea in 325 until
after Council of Constantinople in 381, was placed in the spotlight leaving the divinity of
the Holy Spirit in the shadow. Eventually, these two questions would ultimately blend
together, centuries later, into the Filioque Controversy.
The cause of confusion mainly stemmed from the interpretation or
misinterpretation of important terms like ousia (substance, essence) and hypostasis or
prosopon (Latin, persona) (Bobrinskoy). The use of such concepts became clear through
the works of the three great Cappadocian fathers: Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of
Nazianzen, and Gregory of Nyssa. It was the Cappadocian fathers who defined the Holy
Spirit as understood today in Christian Doctrine.

The development of the Trinity took on several stages. First, Jesus Christ our
Lord was recognized as fully divine, followed by the recognition of the full divinity of
the Spirit, and lastly with the formulation and clarification of the Trinity doctrine
(McGrath). The Trinity could not have evolved without the issue of the divinity of Christ
being settled first. The establishment of Jesus Christ as fully divine and human was
essential for a true clarification and understanding of the Holy Spirit. This step was
acknowledged by one of the Cappadocian fathers, Gregory of Nazianzen, who wrote:
The Old Testament preached the Father openly and
the Son more obscurely. The New Testament revealed the
Son, and hinted at the divinity of the Holy Spirit. Now the
Spirit dwells in us, and is revealed more clearly to us. It
was not proper to preach the Son openly, while the divinity
of the Father had not yet been admitted. Nor was it proper
to accept the Holy Spirit before the divinity of the Son had
been acknowledged…Instead, by gradual advances
and…partial ascents, we should move forward and increase
in clarity, so that the light of the Trinity should shine.
(McGrath)
With so little to reference for clarification in the Bible, it is understandable that
theologians looked to define a highly referenced figure, Jesus Christ, before the Spirit.
After all, it is through the incarnation that we experience God.
The Holy Spirit’s status was very questionable between the first Ecumenical
Council of Nicaea in 325 and the Council of Constantinople in 381. The transition from
the first to the second marked one of the most fundamental eras in Church history. At the

First Ecumenical Council, the pressing theological problem of the Father and Logos
relationship was defined. Jesus Christ was confirmed to be of the same substance
(homoousios) as the Father. The Son was professed as “from the ousia of the Father,
through whom all things came into existence, things in heaven and things on
earth.”(Constantelos) Jesus was described incarnationally as he “came down” and
eschatologically, as He “will come to judge the living and the dead” (Congar). This held
that Jesus was truly the Son of God, but not less than God and comes from God, but was
not created by the Father. He is coeternal with the Father. The ruling of Jesus Christ as
consubstantial with the Father and therefore Divine marked a glorious victory for
theologians against the Arians. Saint Athanasius of Alexandria, was a key ringleader in
the forefront against Arian views. According to Athanasius, “identity of substance
between Father and Son was an absolute necessity. Since God (in Christ) became man so
that man could become God, without precise identification of the substance of Father and
Son man’s salvation would be impossible” (Kung/Moltmann).
Nicaea’s proclamation on Christ’s divinity still created turmoil. The terms, ousia,
homoousios, and hypostasis left a clouded definition among scholars. Ousia was being
used as “being,” “reality,” “essence,” or “substance” (O’Collins). There was fear that
by using these terms, the unity of the ousia was expressed in a manner where there
was no personal distinction between the Father and the Logos. The other problem with
homoousios was the meaning of homo, “the same,” as opposed to homoi, “of a similar
essence” (O’Collins). The intention of the Nicene Creed was to express the identity of
God as one being in which they share the same essence as two particular subjects. The

threat of hypostasis laid in the differentiation of three personas where
misinterpretation could eventually lead to polytheism. Essentially those who failed to
acknowledge the essence of God were ultimately worshiping three Gods and those
who failed to make any distinction were returning to the Jewish monotheistic God.
Eventually, the clarification of the terms and their application towards a doctrinal
understanding of the Holy Trinity can be attributed to the works of the Cappadocian
fathers. In a letter St. Basil stated:
It is indispensible to clearly understand that, as he
who fails to confess the identity of essence (ousia) falls into
polytheism, so he who refuses to grant the distinction of the
hypostaseis is carried away into Judaism…Sabellius…said
that the same God…was metamorphosed as the need of the
moment required, and spoken of now as Father, now as
Son, and now as Holy Spirit. (O’Collins)
Even with the divinity of the Logos being defined, most theologians still
possessed some idea of subordination among the Trinity. Although homoousios applied
to the Son, some interpreted the ruling as the Father initiating and the Son responding,
implying some sense of hierarchy. The consequences of these views essentially placed
the Holy Spirit at the bottom of the ladder. At this time, the Holy Spirit was considered
an inferior being and often referred to as a creature of the Son (McDonnell). St. Basil
spoke against such nonsense proclaiming, “He did not make arithmetic a part of
revelation…[because] inaccessible realities remain beyond numbering” (McDonnell).
Other extreme views held that the Spirit of the Old Testament was different than the one

mentioned in the New Testament. Even with the inclusion of the phrase in the Nicene
Creed, “…and in the Holy Spirit,” which ultimately committed the Church to
acknowledging some sort of divine character of the Spirit, little interest was given to
pneumatology until roughly 35 years after the First Council (Geanakoplos).
Three main factors were of significance in establishing the divinity of the Holy
Spirit during the transition from the Council at Nicaea to the Council of Constantinople
(McGrath). The focal point of the Trinitarian argument, particularly in regards to Basil of
Caesarea and Athanasius, came in the case of the Baptismal formula. Christians are
baptized in the name of “the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.” In his Letter to Serapion,
Athanasius argued that the baptismal formula revealed to us in Mathew 28:18-20 clearly
points to the Spirit sharing in the same divinity as the Father and the Son. Basil argued
that this formula was a symbol of the inseparability of the Trinity. A second factor was
that scripture applied all the titles of God to the Spirit with the exception of “unbegotten.” Gregory of Nazianzen stressed the word “holy” when describing the Spirit
proclaiming that this holiness was a direct result of the nature of the Spirit rather than
some greater source. A third factor stems from sanctification and nature. The Letters to
Serapion and Against the Arians argued that the one who sanctifies is not of the same
nature as the one who is sanctified; the Holy Spirit is holy by nature of God and not by
participation; the three persons are perfectly one and ,therefore, the Spirit cannot be a
creature; the divine nature of the Father is given through the Son in the Holy Spirit; the
role of the Son and the Spirit in creation; and, finally, the Son as image, reflection, and
splendor of the Father (McDonnell). St. Basil’s point was that the Spirit makes creatures

both to be like God and to be God which is ultimately a characteristic of a persona of
divine nature (McGrath). Basil stressed the divine nature and powers of the Spirit when
he stated:
All who are in need of sanctification turn to the
Spirit; all those seek him who live by virtue, for his breath
refreshes them and comes to their aid in the pursuit of their
natural and proper end. Capable of perfecting others, the
Spirit himself lacks nothing. He is not a being who needs to
restore his strength, but himself supplies life…and shares
the gifts of grace, heavenly citizenship, a place in the
chorus of angels, joy without end, abiding in God, being
made like God and-the greatest of them all-being made
God. (McGrath)
The qualities of “supplying life” and “lacking nothing” are very powerful characteristics
worthy only of a divine nature.
The Cappadocian fathers worked extremely hard to convert the Semi-Arian to
Orthodox based upon the three principles mentioned above combined with one basic
formula of “three persons (hypostases) in one substance (ousia). While the semi-Arians
taught that the Son is of like substance (homoiousios), the Arians taught that the Son was
like (homoean) the father (Congar). Both parties were even more internally divided
concerning the definition of the substance of the Holy Spirit. The Cappadocians explicitly
recognized a distinction between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit while simultaneously
proclaiming their unity. In St. Basil’s work, Contra Eunomius, he argued that the Son is
co-eternal with the Father and thus could not be created, ultimately establishing the

Logos and the Holy Spirit as having the same essence/substance of the Father (Lewis).
Basil wrote:
“In a brief statement, I shall say that essence (ousia)
is related to subsistence (hypostasis) as the general to the
particular. Each one of us partakes of existence because he
shares in ousia while because of his individual properties
he is A or B. So, in the case in question, ousia refers to the
general conception, like goodness, god-head, or such
notions, while hypostasis is observed in the special
properties of fatherhood, sonship, and sanctifying power. If
then they speak of persons without hypostasis they are
talking nonsense, ex hypothesi; but if they admit that the
person exists in real hypostasis, as they do acknowledge, let
them so number them as to preserve the principles of the
homoousion in the unity of the godhead, and proclaim their
reverent acknowledgment of Father, son, and Holy spirit, in
the complete and perfect hypostasis of each person so
named.” (Dorman)
In his writings, Basil made sense of the doctrines that were established at Nicaea, while
still distinguishing the position from that of modalism. The result of Basil’s work was
essentially the disappearance of Arian and semi-Arian opposition from the Church.
The angle that St. Basil took to approach the problem of the Holy Spirit’s equality
was different from his direct, straightforward position on the Logos. Basil was shy to use
the term homoousios and although he felt strongly that the Spirit was of equal nature

within the Trinity, he hesitantly used phrases such as “rendering the same honor”
(McDonnell). His boldest statement was, “the Son is acknowledged to be consubstantial
(homoousios) with the Father, and the Holy Spirit is numbered with them and adored
with equal honor (homotimos). His argument was the Holy Spirit is divine in nature and
that the Trinity represented an equality of persons, but he chose to take a very discrete
and indirect approach to his preaching. Basil never came out and directly said that the
Holy Spirit is God but did work around such bold statements in order to “win the weak.”
His lack of firm stance was a pastoral strategy that Athanasius described as “being weak
in order to win the weak” (McDonnell). During this tumultuous time, many people were
scared of such bold teaching professed by the Cappadocians. St. Basil’s tactics allowed
him to safeguard the unity of the Church and establish support and conversion within the
weak, all without compromising the substance of the faith of the Trinity (McDonnell).
Gregory of Nazianzen also aimed his writing at defending Orthodox beliefs but
mainly contributed to a better understanding of the Trinity as a whole. He focused on the
internal relation of the three persons and insisted that:
God is three in regard to distinctive properties, or
subsistence (hypostases) or, if you like, persons (prosôpa);
for we shall not quarrel about the names, as long as the
terms lead to the same conception. He is one in respect of
the category of substance, that is, of godhead. The Godhead
is distinguished, so to say, without distinctions, and is
joined in one without abolishing the distinctions. The
Godhead is one in three, and the three are one. The

Godhead has its being in the three; or, to speak more
accurately, the God head is the three. We must avoid any
notion of superiority ort inferiority between the Persons;
nor must we turn the union into a confusion, or the
distinction into a difference of natures. We must keep
equally aloof from the Sabellian identification [one
substance but three activities in the Godhead] and the Arian
differentiation errors diametrically opposed, but equally
irreverent. (Dorman)
However, unlike St. Basil, Gregory did not take such an indirect approach on the
Spirit. Gregory of Nazianzen was not shy of “the word” (McDonnell). He definitively
stated that the Spirit is God. He affirmed this in his affirmation of consubstantiality:
The name of the one who is without a beginning is
Father; the name of the beginning is Son; the name of the
one who is with the beginning is Holy Spirit. Each is God
by reason of consubstantiality; the Three are God by reason
of monarchy. Nature is one in the Three; it is God. What
makes their unity, however, is the Father, on whom the
others depend, not in order to be confused or mixed, but in
order to be united. (Dorman)
Gregory of Nazianzen’s opponents cried out that he was proposing “a rival God”
(McDonnell). Gregory responded by elaborating on a doctrine of unfolding within the
Bible. Gregory argued a progressive revelation. In the Old Testament there was a clear
showing of the Father and very little mention of the Son. In the New Testament, Jesus
was revealed with a small glimpse of the Holy Spirit. Gregory felt that you could not

have introduced the Son until the Father was fully embraced. If the Son is revealed in the
New Testament, the fullest revelation of the Spirit comes beyond the scriptures and is
here with us now. Gregory proclaimed that the “fullest revelation of the Spirit outside of
the scriptures as a necessary and fulfilling inference from what had gone before”
(McDonnell, Lewis). He developed this idea with his hallmark word, “theosis”
(divinization), in which revelation in an ongoing process. Furthermore, his preaching
focused around salvation. After all, we are all inspired by the Holy Spirit in whom we
share in the divine nature through acts such as Baptism. The Holy Spirit must be God
since it is only God that can bring us salvation (McDonnell).
When St. Basil died prior to the Council of Constantinople, his fight was taken up
by his brother, Gregory of Nyssa (Congar). Gregory of Nyssa based his argument on the
Baptismal formula as well; however, he developed it further claiming the formation and
perfection of the Christian with Christ as a model is the work of a sanctifying Spirit
(Congar). Gregory based his arguments on action. He felt that godhead signifies action
rather than rank or nature. He proclaimed the Holy Spirit divine based on the Spirits
procession from the Son and on the actions taken. Gregory summarized his view:
We are not told that the Father does anything by
himself in which the Son does not co-operate; or that the
Son has any isolated activity, apart from the Holy Spirit.
All activities which extend from God to creation are
described by different names, in accordance with the
different ways in which they are presented to our thought:
but every activity originates from the Father, proceeds

through the Son, and is brought to fulfillment in the Holy
Spirit. (Dorman)
Gregory of Nyssa formulated his teachings on source and procession. He taught
that God was a life giving force and is the only source (pege), root (rhiza), principle
(arche) and cause (aitia) in which both the Son and the Spirit proceed from
(Kung/Multmann). Although such teaching did get Gregory in trouble with the issue of
hierarchy, his angle on cooperation among actions and lack of isolated activity within the
Trinity contributed towards an equilateral nature.
The result of the Cappadocian fathers’ struggle turned into a victory at the Second
Ecumenical Council of Constantinople in 381. The Cappadocian fathers’ primary
influence on the Council was that we cannot know the eternal generation of the Son or
the eternal procession of the Spirit, but we can deduce from revelation that they are
distinct, yet unified through procession (Alfs). The Second Council adopted the term
“ekporeusis” (procession), which ultimately affirmed the individuality of the Holy Spirit.
Gregory of Nazianzen at the Council of 381 faced grave opposition. Gregory silenced
them by referring to the New Testament where the Holy Spirit “proceeds from the
Father” (Geanakoplos ). Gregory mocked his opponents: “Tell me what position will you
assign to that which proceeds?...Or perhaps you have taken that word out of your Gospels
for the sake of your third Testament, the Holy Ghost, which proceeds from the Father;
who, in as much as he proceeds from that source, is no creature” (Geanakoplos).
The result was the expansion of the Nicene Creed. Amplifications were made to
the first and second articles. The additions “eternally begotten,” “maker of heaven and

earth,” and “by the power of the Holy Spirit He was born of the Virgin Mary and became
man” were indispensible to the true nature of the Trinity (Constantelos). However, in
regards to the Holy Spirit, true progress was made through additions to the third article
where the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed reads:
The Lord and Giver of life, who proceeds from the
Father, Who is worshiped and glorified together with the
Father and the Son, Who spoke through the prophets: and
in one holy, catholic, and apostolic Church. We confess one
baptism for the remission of sins. We look forward to the
resurrection of the dead and the life of the world to come.
Amen. ( Geanakoplos)
Although the Council did not use the words homoousios of the Spirit and did not
apply the word “God,” the Spirit’s existence was established as a separate person. The
intent and logic is clear. If the Holy Spirit is to be co-worshiped and co-glorified with the
Father and the Son, then the Spirit is God (McDonnell).
The Cappadocian fathers ended a crisis, and quieted a controversy. Divisions over
doctrine within the Church would continue but for the most part, the Cappadocians laid
the groundwork that was central to all Christian faith. They are essentially the fathers of
the Trinity. For, without them, there would be no true understanding. They took an
impossible task and philosophically and theologically broke it down as humanly as
possible. Gregory of Nazianzen attempted to express the complexity of his task when he
wrote:

I, [Gregory], will explain to you the physiology of
the generation of the Son and the procession of the Spirit.
And we shall, both of us, be frenzy-stricken for prying into
the mystery of God. And who are we to do these things, we
who cannot even see what lies at our feet, or number the
sand of the sea, or the drops of rain, or the days of eternity,
much less enter into the depths of God and supply an
account of that nature which is so unspeakable and
transcending all words. (Constantelos)
The Cappadocian Fathers laid the groundwork for Trinitarian Theology,
ultimately shaping our understanding of God. Their influences on Christology and
Pneumatology cannot be properly expressed by words. Their struggles ultimately opened
up the eyes of all Christians to the wonders and beauty of the Holy Spirit. This beauty lies
within its gift. God is the Father and Jesus is the Giver, making the Holy Spirit the gift.
We obtain our existence from God, and participate in this grace through Jesus, by means
of the Spirit who makes us holy (Bobrinskoy). The gift of the spirit is ultimately the
condition in which we may experience the Word, who himself is the Image of the Father.
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Peter Santandreu, 2009

Ecclesial Questions for the Global Community
In recent times we, the church, are faced with the ever broadening scope of cultures
related to Christianity. What it means to be “Christian” has come a long way from the
W.A.S.P. profile that was previously a good cultural indicator. Now, as noted by Shenk,
“60% of all Christians live outside of the traditional western heartland.”1 With this fact in
mind, we have to ask ourselves two very important questions. How can the history of
Christianity be represented in the most all-encompassing way, and what about the
Christian present liturgy can be changed to incorporate a greater sense of cultural
relevance for non-Western churches? This means taking another look at Africa and Asia
and reevaluating how these cultures fit, not only into the history books, but into the way
in which Christians perceive themselves today.
This realization of “other” or “new” Christianities also forces us to notice the
overwhelmingly Eurocentric flavor of our history books. For us in the West, this reading
of church history makes sense, but to someone in the Asian or African church such a
reading has little to do with their experience of Christianity. Andrew Walls says, “…[W]e
think [that] by study of our own tradition we are doing church history. We are not—we
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are doing our church history.”2 There is, as Walls points out, an “alternate Christian
story.”3 A good deal of Eastern Christian history is virtually unknown to the West. The
emergence of a Christianity closely related to the Persian Empire is relatively new
information to any Western learner. It has been reported that this early spread of
Christianity, brought by a missionary named A Lo Pen, reached even to China in 635.4
On this issue, Walls does admit that “It is a period little understood and the sources
difficult to access; yet if we could understand it better, we might gain some clues to
developments of much later periods….”5 Walls is correct in saying this. We could grow
exponentially in our view of the early church if we did more research into the area of
early Eastern Christianity. Shenk argues, “Christian history ought to be taught so as to
expose students to the multiple dimensions of what is a dynamic process, one that reaches
to all points on the compass.”6
In light of this new view of Christian history, it is also proper to talk about a
“new” view of the Christian present. With such numbers as noted above of non-Western
Christians, classical Western Christianity musk ask itself how, and to what degree, is
Western culture to be inserted into unchangeable Christian practice or doctrine. One
place that we can best see the need for cross-cultural discussion is the liturgy.
Louis Weil speaks to this when he says, “A person cannot be a Christian ‘in
general.’ We are baptized in a specific place at a specific time, so that although we are by
baptism members of the universal church, our membership is always experienced in a
2
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specific ecclesial context.…”7 This is to say that we are so shaped by our situation in time
and space that our Christianity necessarily is affected by and reflects our particular
culture; or at least it should be. Accepting this view of Christianity has been a slow
process for most Western expressions of Christianity when evangelizing Africa and the
East. When it comes to the liturgy, we see that the “Western style” of doing things is
somehow lacking for the East. What is good for Rome is not always best for Hong Kong
or New Delhi. Woodward speaks to this when he relates the situation in the Indian
church. He says, “In many Indian churches, as well as various Christian ashrams, priests
have adopted the dress and rituals of the Hindu majority. The mass may begin with ‘Om,’
the sacred sound of the Vedas, and at communion the priest sometimes distributes
traditional Hindu Prasad (consecrated fruits and sweetmeats) along with the Eucharistic
bread.”8 It is at this point that we Westerners must look to our own history to better
judge the present case in the East and in Africa.
The Western traditions have come about solely by way of melding Christianity
with Western culture. In the gospels, we see a reliance on the Greek language. In LukeActs, we see that incorporation of Gentiles into the body of Christ. Later on, the Fathers
extensively use Greek philosophy to explain Christianity in its cultural context. If we
were to trace the progression of Christianity in the West even further, we would be
confronted with many more examples of how the Christianity we have today only exists
in its current form because it has been continuously shaped by the dominant EuroWestern culture. We can then use this reflection to better inform our theologizing related
to the fuller incorporation of Eastern and African culture into their liturgies and overall
7
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expressions of Christianity. Weil argues on behalf of an “ecclesial model” when he says,
“Unlike a ritual model imposed form above, in an ecclesial model the fundamental
structures of Christian corporate prayer take flesh—yes, are incarnate—through the local
community’s life.”9
On the other hand, it is important to think about these things in a manner fitting of
their gravity. What we are talking about when we speak of liturgy and Christian life is
something very serious and jealously guarded by the major churches of the world. In one
case in particular we can see how this can be problematic. The church in Japan needs to
import grape wine and wheat bread from the West. These elements of the Eucharist are
not dietary staples in Japan and have little cultural significance to the people there. The
question is, can the Japanese church use rice wine and rice bread in substitution for the
communion meal at mass? The main problem that Rome has with such a request is the
move away from the historical elements that Jesus actually used at the Last Supper. How
much can we change the elements before we have changed too much? It is important to
keep in mind that changing too much is a real possibility, and that the Church is right to
be careful. This is not to make a definitive judgment of the situation but rather to present
both sides fairly.
In conclusion, it would seem that theologians have their work cut out for them.
With the recent effects of globalization being felt in the church, many new questions are
being asked about diversity and plurality. These are important questions and should be
treated as such. One way in which we can better confront these types of issues is to look
to history. History, taken in its broader sense, includes not only the history of the West,
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but also the lesser known history of Africa and the East. In addition, while looking at
Western history, we must have a critical eye to be able to determine how various Western
cultures have affected what we know as “normative” Christianity today. Only after such a
thorough examination will we be able to address the issues that face today our ever
expanding church.
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“The Life and Miracles of Fisher Alumna Bethany Lyle, 2005”

When I started the transfer process to enter St. John Fisher College, I had intended to be
an English major. After seeing an article about the internship program through the
Religious Studies department, I sought out Fr. Costanzo to ask about that opportunity.
Less than a week later I entered Fisher as a Religious Studies major. That internship
program directly resulted in my current position as Ministry Staff Assistant at my parish.
My job encompasses many areas, not the least of which is secretarial in nature; however,
the essence of my role is to enable the Pastoral Team to devote more time to ministry and
to the needs of parishioners. I have also had the chance to personally take part in many of
the ministries, assisting with sacramental preparation programs, youth retreats, and the
Parish School of Religion.
I have found that my time at Fisher has helped prepare me for the work that I do. My
writing skills, so greatly tested at Fisher, have helped me with the numerous publications
I have edited for the parish. The group work assigned in so many of my classes, though
challenging at times, gave me insight into how to draw out individuals who are not
naturally assertive, and encourage the full participation of all group members.
The major in Religious Studies gave me the opportunity to delve deeper into the faith that
I had grown up in, and at the same time learn about faith traditions different from my
own. The Professors challenged what was ‘thought,’ presented what is ‘known’ and
encouraged growth in my personal beliefs. The coursework introduced me to great
theologians and inspiring scriptures, created an appreciation for Theology and provided
the tools for further study. Since my time at Fisher, I have had the chance to read some of
the profound works of Athanasius, Bonaventure, Therese of Avila, and C.S. Lewis. These
works helped me build on the foundation of understanding and knowledge that I received
through the Religious Studies program.
I found many welcoming, accepting, and encouraging people at Fisher who drew me into
their groups and activities. Some of my closest friends are those I met at Fisher. My years
there were a true blessing. The people I met, the things I learned, and the experiences I
had at Fisher greatly impacted my life. Thank you to all who contributed to the wonderful
education I received.

“The Life and Miracles of Fisher Alumnus Justin Miller, 2007”

It has been two academic years since I graduated with a B.A.in English and
Religious Studies. I found college a great experience, but as it came to a close I
was itching to get out of the classroom and begin a fulfilling career. I was of the
impression that, just as diplomas are distributed upon graduation, employers
would automatically provide studious and hard-working graduates stellar jobs. I
felt entitled to such a position. After all, I worked hard for four years, was
involved in clubs and organizations, participated in internships, etc.
Needless to say, the business world was quite a shock for me. I was blessed to
find a full-time job in Rochester only a month after graduation (how the economy
has changed!), but I found myself standing on the lowest rung of the corporate
ladder very difficult. I knew I had more skill than the position asked of me, and
yearned to use and develop it. Within a few months, it felt as if the menial and
repetitive tasks I was doing 40 hours a week turned my brain, so recently finetuned with a liberal arts education, into mush. I was frustrated, and looked for a
way to escape. Over the next year I considered Graduate School, selfemployment, even joining a monastery --anything to get out of my situation and
do the things I thought I would enjoy more.
Thankfully none of the hackneyed "escapes" I devised came to fruition. I then
began to hear how many recent graduates were unemployed; slowly I began to
be thankful for my job. I also realized that the discipline of a 40-hour work week
was bringing about some great fruit in my life. I also realized that I needed to
make ‘doing things I loved’ a priority, or they would always get sidelined by the
never-ending stream of errands and responsibilities that come with adult life.
Within a few months I found myself submitting articles to Christian publications,
reading about as much as I did in college, and coming to a far greater
understanding of what I wanted to do with my life.
If you have to take a so-so job after graduation to pay off debt or just get your
feet on the ground, I urge you to stick with it at least a year or two. It gives you
time to prudently plan your next step, acquire good discipline, and more. Some
time away from academia can be a great thing, so long as you read daily, pray
daily, and surround yourself with virtuous friends.

“The Life and Miracles of Fisher Alumna Katie Kreutter, 2009”

A Post-Graduation Reflection
I still find it difficult to believe that I am writing this submission for Verbum as a Fisher
alumnus, and that soon a full semester will have passed since I was enrolled as a full-time
student. Looking back on my time at Fisher, I fondly recall courses and professors that
positively impacted the quality of my educational experience, as well as clubs and
students that similarly supported my social experience. While I do not consider myself to
have any sage advice to offer current students, I will say that in my opinion it is
beneficial to become involved on campus and truly enjoy being a student because, as in
any other area of life, this time is fleeting and tends to pass by much more quickly than
anticipated. While regrets are fairly inevitable, they can be prevented to some extent with
a conscious effort. For those who may be approaching graduation and concerned about
the current job market, I will also say that, based on personal experience, there may be
more opportunities available than one might think.
At the start of the spring semester last year, I was only months away from graduating and
I still had no answer to that timeless yet ultimately frustrating question, "What are you
going to do with your life?" As a Communications/Journalism and Religious Studies
double major, I was aware that there were many possibilities available to me. However,
with the plummeting job market and no clear direction, I still felt uneasy and confused. I
explored various career search engines, applying to any position for which I thought
myself even remotely qualified both locally and thousands of miles away. No luck.
Despite these set-backs, I remained hopeful that an opportunity would present itself. To
my immense relief, one did. A few weeks before spring break, I received an email from
Fisher's Director of Community Service, Sally Vaughan. It described a year-long service
program called Rochester Youth Year involving recent college graduates who were
placed at non-profit organizations in the community in an effort to reduce poverty levels
among youth. Although it was addressed to the entire campus community, I felt that it
was speaking directly to me. I had always been interested in and involved with
community service, and had been considering the option of entering into the non-profit
field after graduation. I soon discovered that the program is a division of
AmeriCorps*VISTA, which is a national volunteer service network offered by the federal
government. With very little prior knowledge about AmeriCorps, I set out to research the

program, and became increasingly interested as I learned. I applied to and interviewed
for the program, and was notified of my acceptance just in time for graduation!
After interviewing with several participating non-profit organizations, I was selected to
work with Compeer Rochester, Inc., which is a volunteer mentoring agency for youth and
adults in mental health treatment and youth with parents who are incarcerated. I was
assigned a year-long project with the goal of establishing more of a community presence
for Compeer and increasing its partnerships and collaboration with organizations in the
Rochester area.
I am now a few months into my service, and I can honestly say that I enjoy what I am
doing. The work in which I am engaged fits well with both of my college programs of
study with a service component reflected in the Religious Studies curriculum and
marketing and public relations prevalent in the area of Communications/Journalism. I
feel that I am part of an effort to improve the quality of life for community members,
and such a feeling is incredibly rewarding and meaningful. I still remember the words
of the keynote speaker at my graduation ceremony. He said that true success can be
found in one's eagerness to return home to one's family at the end of the work week along
with one's eagerness to return to work on Monday morning. In light of this definition, I
feel as though I have succeeded, even if it is only for this short time. I highly recommend
this program, and would strongly encourage students to explore it along with other
AmeriCorps programs as options for post-graduation advancement. It is a worthwhile
opportunity with numerous benefits, both tangible and intangible, and, like my college
experience, it will not soon be forgotten.
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EMILY HEIDEN

Truth about Wicca
Wicca. A five letter word that is many of a time mistaken for another five letter
word; witch. Yet in present definitions the two are far from interchangeable. Wicca is a
religious practice that is slowly being recognized in the United States and other areas
around the world. It’s not a form of association with the devil, nor do Wiccans even
believe in the devil. In truth Wicca is more about nature and the beauty of nature than
anything else.
In fact they celebrate the five elements; earth, wind, fire, water and the alwayspresent Spirit. These five elements control aspects of their lives, and in some respects,
Wiccans can control the elements. Some may call this magic; the more scientific of us
might just call it a transfer of energies. Either way, many Wiccans believe that there is an
unseen force out there that they can affect and mold to their uses.
Wicca is ditheistic, having a God and a Goddess within most branches of belief.
The focus tends to be on the Goddess, although males tend to lean towards the God for
obvious reasons. There are two terms one must be familiar with when it comes to Wicca.
They are Neo-Wicca and Traditional Wicca. Neo-Wicca is what is found in most areas
now days, although there are some Traditional Wiccans. Neo-Wiccans used the deities of
other polytheistic religions to represent their own depending on the need. So if for
example you are trying to find a lost cat you might look to Bastet, the Egyptian Cat
Goddess.
Traditional Wicca is stricter in its rules. It is more ditheistic than polytheistic,
believing only in the God and the Goddess. To become Traditional Wiccan is very hard.
You would have to find a coven that would accept you into their circle and teach you
what they know (you would then be known as a Seeker). Also Traditional Wicca focuses
on fertility, while Neo-Wiccans tend to focus on the natural aspect of things. The most
forceful difference is that Traditional Wiccans have a very set way of doing things and
only that way will be accepted.
Covens are not as portrayed in the media where they are casting spells on people
and sacrificing animals. Most covens in present times are used as a time to get together

and honor the God and Goddess. At these meetings there are rituals, not all that different
from the rituals that go on in Catholic and other Christian churches. Sure the names are
different and the food may be different but it is just another way to honor the higher
powers.
Wicca does not equal witch, at least not the way witches are presented in
traditional media, like in Scooby Doo and the Witch's Ghost. Witches are not necessarily
evil, or necessarily good. Witches are witches, and being labeled a witch does not mean
you must act in a certain manner. The person matters, not the title. As for warlocks, the
actual etymology of the word means “oathbreaker,” so unless the person actually broke
oaths it would be unwise to call him one. Preferably, any Wiccan should be called witch
if you must title them with something other than Wiccan.
Like many other religious beliefs there are several different branches. Among
Traditional Wicca there are the main branches of Gardnerian and Alexandrian Wicca.
Most solitary Wiccans (those without a coven) are considered to be Neo-Wiccans. As
with every label, there are people who take it and make it into something it’s not. Frostian
Wiccans and people that follow something called “Celtic Faery Egyptian Wicca,” or
something equally as unusual are two such groups. Frostian and Celtic Faery Egyptian
Wiccans are two branches that, to most Wiccans (both Neo and Traditional), are not
really considered Wicca but are more of…an embarrassment to the religion.
Many may believe that Wiccan Holidays and traditions are unlike those of
Abrahamic faiths, but that is far from truth. Many of the Wiccan Sabbats (holidays) are
on dates that we know well. Mabon, for instance, is the Fall Equinox, and Imbolc is the
Spring Equinox. Yule is Winter Solstice, and Litha is Midsummer Day. Ostara is widely
celebrated among non-wiccans as Easter, and Lammas as the first of August, while
Beltane (May Day) is the celebration of fertility and joy. The most common and popular
Sabbat is Samhain, or All Hallows Eve, or most easily recognized as Halloween. This
holiday marks the end of the Wiccan year.
Among Wiccans there is a guideline that is called the Wiccan Rede. Rede means
to advise or counsel. The words of the Wiccan Rede are “An Ye Harm None, Do What
Ye Will.” The saying basically means that if it harms someone or yourself, you are not
suppose to do it, but you won’t be struck by lightning if you do it anyway. This has led to
some Wiccans being called White Witches, as most Wiccans will think carefully about
what it is they’re about to do before doing it. The Wiccan Rede is part of a bigger poem
called the Wiccan Credo.¹ This is just another group of basic guidelines that you should
follow. Once again, you would not be struck by lightning if you do not obey them.
Among Traditional and some Neo Wiccans there is also the Ardanes, sometimes
called the Old Laws, which is older than the Rede². It speaks of many things about the
beliefs of the Traditional Wiccan and tells one to never break one’s oaths. To break the
oaths you gave when you became part of a coven is to disrespect your coven and the God
and Goddess.
Wicca believes in reincarnation and also of a peaceful realm called Summerland.
It is believed among many Neo-Wiccans that the spirit goes to Summerland between
reincarnations. There, it waits for the proper time to return to earth. When you die it is
believed that you have learned the lesson that was the purpose of your existence in that
body or form. In this way death is looked upon as a good thing, not evil or necessarily
bad. As for a Hell, well in the Ardanes it is said that if you break your oaths the Curse of

the Goddess falls upon you and you will never be reborn again, stuck forever in the
Christian Hell.
There is also the concept of the Threefold Law, which helps keep Wiccans in the
mindset of goodness. It’s believed that when one does harm or good in the world it is sent
back to you three times as much. This concept is very similar to karma in that good and
bad is returned to the person. Wicca law differs in that it comes back three times as much.
Just like many other religions, Wicca has many sacred texts. Within what they
call a Book of Shadows, they write down many rituals and spells that are either passed
down through generation or shared among covens. Some also put their thoughts and
beliefs down in a Book of Shadows, although many are starting to create another book
called a Book of Mirrors just for thoughts and beliefs.
Another tradition among Wiccans and several other religions is the taking on of a
new name. This does not mean that your original name is to be forgotten. That, in the
eyes of most people, is considered a form of disrespect to your parents. To choose a
Wiccan name is to find a name that just clicks with you and that you love very much. It’s
a name that is between you and the deities. Wiccans can tell other people what their
Wiccan name is, but most just keep it within their coven or close friends (if they do not
have a coven).
Neo-Wicca is a very free religion that allows you to conform the religion to your
life, instead of conforming your life to the religion. While there are some things that are
considered traditions and are important to celebrate and honor, not everything is a set
path. It is generally viewed as disrespectful and wrong to force the Wiccan religion upon
another person of a different faith. There’s a difference between explaining what it is and
telling someone to join Wicca.
Wicca is a unique religion that is just beginning to flourish again. As awareness of
Wicca increases, so will the acceptance of the religion. It’s important that all religions,
Abrahamic and other are seen for what they really are and not as what media wants them
to be.
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Aisha Arshad
The Parent Child Connection

The parent and child relationship is a very unique and interesting one. It is also a
topic that has been highly researched and written on. It is one that has puzzled many
since such a relationship was first established and it has been exemplified time and time
again in various religious texts. Why is this relationship so unique and different than
others? Why is it one that demands so much attention? Why is it important enough to
have religious significance in the Bible, the Quran, the Torah and many other religious
texts? The reason is simple, the parent child relationship, whether it be father or son,
mother or daughter, is one that is necessary for human sustenance. In other words without
an adequate parent child relationship, neither party can hope to live fulfilling lives. This
is precisely the reason why this connection is so heavily emphasized in various religious
texts and documents (story of the Prodigal son and Abraham and his son). And adequate
parent child relationship is thus a template for a more fulfilling human divine
relationship. In other words, these two relationships feed off of each other. An ample
parent child relationship sets the precedence for a pleasing human divine relationship in
the same way that the human divine relationship sets precedence for a gratifying parent

child relationship. There are many things to be learned from the investigation of such a
correlation; and in turn this analysis can lead to the revealing of many religious and
worldly truths. These truths then help one to become more spiritual and strengthen his or
her connection with the divine.
The fundamental and major truth to be realized from this type of relationship is
that it is a mutually dependant symbiotic relationship. Although one may not initially
realize it, both the parent and the child need to play out their roles in order for the
relationship to work. Although it may seem that the parent would play the lead role in the
education and sustenance of the child, nothing could be further from the truth. According
to Pope John Paul II, “To maintain a joyful family requires much from both the parents
and the children. Each member of the family has to become, in a special way, the servant
of the other” (D’Ambrosio). In other words, there is much give and take on the part of
both parent and child. The child very quickly learns to see the parent as the teacher;
however, it is a little harder for the parent to acknowledge that the child is capable of
doing the same. It is important to note that there are many things that the parent and child
teach each other and they must both grasp this in order to for the relationship to function
in harmony and further the spiritual experience of both.
It is easy to pick out the many things that a parent contributes to and teaches their
child. The rearing and upbringing of the child is highly important. In fact in the Islamic
tradition, these fundamental characteristics of childhood are considered rights to which
the child is entitled. In accordance with Islamic law, for example, the parent must provide
the child with shelter, food, clothing, and everything that is needed for the child to
flourish within his or her surroundings. The child also has a right to be properly and

correctly educated by the parent. Therefore, these are not just things that the parent can
chose to provide the child but must make sure that the child has in agreement with
religious teachings. In this way the parent is able to teach the child love and respect. They
are also able to teach the child morals and values that will help to sustain the child
throughout life. Thus the parent not only gives the child life but also provides the child
with the sustenance that will last the child a lifetime.
In return many things are expected from the child. The child is expected to treat
his parents with the utmost respect and kindness. The child is also expected to obey his
parents and value their advice. But the child furthermore teaches the parent many things
that may not be readily obvious. Through the upbringing and rearing of the child, the
parent learns patience and humility. They understand what is meant by true pain when the
child is hurt. Through the child, the parent slowly starts to realize the broader meaning of
life and they start to take better care of themselves for the child’s sake. They learn how to
love unconditionally someone besides themselves and their understanding of sacrifice is
expanded.
What then do all of these seemingly universal experiences have to do with
religion and how do they increase our spirituality? Let us first consider our situation
where the parent acts as the teacher. When the parent provides the child with food,
clothing and shelter, they are setting the example that the child should do the same when
they are in an analogous situation. Here they are setting precedence for their child to act
in accordance with particular religious teachings when the child comes to be a parent.
Similarly, when the parent teaches the child proper morals and values the child grows to
understand that this is the appropriate way to act. In this way, they are furthering the

child’s understanding of religion and paving the way for them to become more pious in
their thinking and actions as adults thereby influencing the child’s spirituality.
Therefore, through these actions, and in turn from the truths that the child has
inadvertently revealed to them, the parent’s spiritual and religious awareness is also
increased. As said before, through the upbringing of the child, the parent learns to be
more patient. Most are familiar with the quote, “patience is a virtue”. There is, however,
some religious truth within this quote as well. It is true that many religious traditions
believe that the idea of “patience is a virtue” leads to more self awareness and is one of
the many guideline set by God to help human beings live a better life. In the same way
when the child teaches the parent humility a feeling of empathy rises from that
experience. Through this experience, the parent is better able to relate to individuals
around him or her and feels the urge to help whenever there is a need to lend a hand.
Again, this is one of the ideas that many religions deem leads one to be more spiritually
connected with God. For example, this is one of the central beliefs of the Mormon
religion. In his article, featured in the book World Religions in America, called “The
Later-day Saint (Mormon) Religion in America and the World”, Danny L Jorgenson
describes the connectivity of Mormons to the community around them. He states that,
“They [the Mormons] also founded and sometimes still operate educational facilities,
hospitals, and a wide variety of social welfare and humanitarian services throughout the
nation” (Neusner 275). Thus Mormons firmly believe that it is part of their religious duty
to be active in their community in their quest for religious perfection. The idea of helping
others is also prevalent in the many teachings of Jesus and the Bible is filled with the

command the men must help the poor. It is considered to be a religious duty. All of these
ideas extend from the central theme of the parent child relationship.
As can be seen from the discussion above, the parent child relationship is a very
important one. The analysis of its characteristics reveals that it is a divine cycle that is
continuous with no beginning and no end. One phase blends seamlessly into the other. In
accordance with the religious teachings that were taught to them by his or her
predecessors, the parent educates the child in certain morals which the child will go on to
teach his or her children. At the same time, the child teaches the parent the above
mentioned things. The parent starts to see the child through a different lens. They begin
to distinguish the adolescent as a vehicle through which they can learn and further their
understanding about spirituality and God. The parent no longer views her child as
belonging to her but has the understanding that the child is a gift from God. This pushes
them to see and appreciate God in a new light thereby strengthening their own sacred
understanding. They then pass these “revelations” onto their growing child. As the child
matures, he begins to understand and appreciate the teachings of his parent. As he begins
to realize the sacrifices that the parent made for him, he likewise begins to see the parent
as a gift of great value from God. This prompts him to take better care of the parent as the
parent grows older and to strengthen his own ties with the divine first through his parent,
then through himself and finally through his own children. In this way the cycle
continues. Both parent and child come to realize that although at first their life
experiences through their relationship seemed universal, they were really of a divine
nature. Through each of our own relationships, as adults, we come to realize that God is
evident through everyday experiences. We also come to realize that the family unit is a

self sustaining way for human beings to discover and rediscover their spirituality. In this
way we come to realize our interconnectedness and the fact that we are really part of a
larger celestial cycle which we are helping to feed. The parent child relationship, then, is
the divine tie that weaves its way through the cycle and binds our past, our present and
our future to the spiritual realm while simultaneously anchoring our spiritual experiences
and strengthening our religious fervor.
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Scattering Flowers
One of the most important missions we have as parents is to instill in our children those
values that we view as critical to living a successful life. Although the early parent-child
years are filled with countless, explicit small lessons and recommendations, it is our
unspoken values that teach the most during that time. Children are very keen observers
and can see through (and often make their best attempt to ignore) our verbal
recommendations, especially if they do not align with our non-verbal actions. For
example, teaching children to be good to their siblings is often done through many stern
and/or impassioned pleas, negotiations, compromises, time-outs and forced
reconciliations. If, however, they witness unkind actions between mother and father,
uncharitable adult siblings' interactions and continual criticism of friends and co-workers,
they will learn the unspoken lesson of “but these rules don't always apply or won't hold
true forever”. Similarly, when teaching children about finishing a job well and not giving
up on difficult tasks, they must witness this behavior in their home environment and have
it become a part of the fabric of their being so that when they go off to college and/ or out
into the working world, this is the way they attack problems.
As Catholic parents, we have the mission of sharing our Catholic faith with our children.
Heartfelt enthusiasm for daily religious rituals (saying Grace before meals and prayers
before bed) and weekly attendance at (and audible participation in) Mass speak as clearly
as the acts themselves. Saying a prayer to St. Francis when a pet is sick or to St. Anthony
when an item is missing demonstrates how sincerely we believe in the power of our faith
and the importance of reflecting on how our religion can strengthen us each day.
Teaching children that Jesus is always ready to forgive (either through sincere contrition
or through the Sacrament of Penance) gives children the strength of knowing that no
matter what happens, Jesus can and will help us as many times as needed. Remembering
to frequently thank Jesus for our successes teaches children humility and allows them to
realize that their talents are a gift from God and need to be nourished and shared as a
tribute to Him. Although our world promotes the idea that achievements are a reflection

of our individual capacity, recognizing intellectual, athletic or artistic talents as a gift
from God allows children to strive for great success without becoming self-centered with
an air of superiority. Another benefit of approaching our faith in this way is that it allows
for a talent or special ability to be found in every child. Although hard to quantify, the
ability to empathize with the emotional needs of others is a talent that greatly benefits our
world and can give the child who possesses it a great feeling of accomplishment and
importance to their family, their faith community and society at large.
Finally, community outreach is an area of living our faith in which actions speak louder
than words. By financial support of missions throughout the world both within and
outside our Catholic faith community and through the action of participating in these
programs, children learn to recognize the needs of those around them. It is amazing to
watch the excitement in children as you explain the plan to buy Christmas gifts for those
children who are less fortunate or to donate to organizations that bring sustainable living
to those in 3rd World countries. We, as humans, start out very open to the idea of sharing
and true concern for our fellow man and only have the potential to lose this if the beauty
of such actions is not witnessed and cherished.
Our family made up a little prayer that we say at the close of each night which is simple
and understandable to our daughters and elegant in the purity of its message:
“Thank you dear Jesus for helping me today and please guide me to be good tomorrow.”
We follow it with an opportunity for each of us to share a short thank-you, sorry or please
to Jesus for a trial or success of that day or the next. Our daughters' responses are often
inspirational to us in their simplicity, earnestness and honesty.
In the words of the ever-humble St. Therese of Lisieux, “What matters in life is not great
deeds, but great love”. Similarly, she wrote, “Love proves itself by deeds, so how am I to
show my love? Great deeds are forbidden me. The only way I can prove my love is by
scattering flowers and these flowers are every little sacrifice, every glance and word, and
the doing of the least actions for love”. Children understand this message and can
recognize daily ways to implement it into their lives... and fortify their resolve by seeing
their parents do the same.
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Developing One’s Character: An Aristotelian Defense of
Sportsmanship
Aristotle on Eudaimonia
While he lived long ago, the ethical writings of the Ancient Greek philosopher
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) still have relevance to the present day, particularly when we try
to understand the meaning of the term “sportsmanship.” For Aristotle, the purpose of
ethical training was to help human beings achieve personal excellence, what he called
“eudaimonia” or “self-fulfillment.” Since we are by nature social animals, such
fulfillment can only occur within a communal setting. One judges an individual by the
way in which that individual excels, and one judges a community by the role models it
holds up as type of citizens who best express that community’s ideals. Personal
excellence, therefore, is intricately connected to engaging in social activities. Sport can
provide the means for testing one’s own abilities through cooperative team activities
against worthy opponents, with the support of a community to inspire one to achieve
one’s best. To win by cheating, or by disparaging an opponent’s abilities, or by excessive

violent acts, would not be a mark of a worthy character. This theory is known as “virtue
ethics” and the concept of good sportsmanship is at its very heart.
For Aristotle, the struggle to be one’s best necessarily involves respect for one’s
opponent—it is the genuine struggle against a worthy adversary that allows a person to
truly understand his or her own abilities. As the old saying goes, when you cheat you’re
only cheating yourself. How can one really know if one has done one’s best if the means
of winning involve deception or less-than-worthy means of achieving one’s ends?
When it comes to judging a community’s moral standards, a good question to ask
is: What happens when an athlete places honesty and sportsmanship over winning? Is he
or she supported or condemned? Let’s look at a real-life example. In 2000, a Clarence,
New York High School volleyball player, Jeffrey Glick, chose being honest and fair—
good sportsmanship—over winning. During a tied (15-15) volleyball match, the referee
awarded Clarence a point, ruling that opposing Williamsville players illegally struck the
ball four times before volleying the ball over the net. However, Glick knew the ball hit
his wrist between the four Williamsville strikes and told the referee that his team did not
deserve the point. The referee ordered the point played over and Williamsville won the
replay and, shortly afterwards, won the game 18-16 to clinch the match. Glick, who was
also the president of the National Honor Society, had no regrets about his decision,
reasoning that it would not have been right to say nothing about the incorrect call. Glick’s
coach, Kevin Starr, supported his player’s decision, affirming that he teaches character
and good sportsmanship as much as skills development (Peter Simon, “Student Puts
Honesty Over Winning,” Buffalo News. October 21, 2000:A1).

It is important to note that most people affiliated with the sports world, including
spectators and fans, athletes, coaches, and officials, do behave in a civil manner.
Contemporary moralists, including both philosophers and sociologists, ponder the ways
in which athletes, coaches and fans can still achieve a virtuous life through their
participation in sport. Randall Feezell, for instance, is a professor of philosophy at
Creighton University as well as an athlete and coach. In discussing the importance of
“character” and sportsmanship, he writes:
First of all, I associate character with a kind of strength that forces one properly to
take responsibility for certain negative events that befall a person. Such events
might make one look bad in the eyes of others and oneself. It is the courage to
take responsibility for defeat and failure when appropriate, to be honest about
one’s self. I know of no neat virtue term that sums up this quality, but it is
obviously a kind of responsibility. It is akin to a kind of self-reliance, and its
opposite is the perpetual whiner, blamer, and excuse-monger. John McEnroe’s
lack of this quality is expressed in his constant paranoid complaints to officials, as
if he has experienced more unfair and incompetent officiating than anyone in the
history of tennis. Lack of this quality is apparent throughout the sports world
when officiating is blamed for defeat (Randolph Feezell, Sport, Play & Ethical
Reflection. Urbana and Chicago, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2004:139-140).

Many ethicists see a return to a “virtue ethics” approach as a rejection of moral
theories based simply upon merely learning and applying rules. Virtue ethics—as
identified with Aristotle’s teachings— stresses the importance of character development,

including the harmonizing of one’s personal traits, applying good judgment, and having a
sense of pride in doing one’s best, rather than necessarily winning or achieving public
recognition. While civility may be under attack, it is also clear that athletes, coaches and
spectators who violate such norms do receive public criticism and, if extreme cases, are
prosecuted for their infractions. It is by no means the case that a “winner take all” attitude
permeates modern society to such an extent that boorish behavior, violence and cheating
are generally acceptable practices.
The point has often been made, but it is worth repeating: billions of people around
the world love sports. Yes, there are troubling aspects about the institution of sport, but
there are problems with every social organization. Sports adherents recognize the
negative issues but prefer to concentrate on the more affirmative ones.
The vast majority of people who participate in sport have a positive experience
with it. This includes both athletes and fans who have suffered through the agony of
defeat. And some sports fans know about the agony of defeat better than others—Dr. Tim
Delaney, my co-author on The Sociology of Sport and Why We Love Sports, is a lifelong
Cleveland Browns fan, and I am a lifelong Buffalo Bills fan, so we can testify to the truth
of this assertion! In this regard, once again, sport reflects life. Sometimes you win;
sometimes you lose (with some winning and losing more often than others). Usually the
rules are fairly applied, but sometimes they are not. Sport, like life, is not always fair. Just
as we cannot give up on life, we cannot give up on sports, for occasionally bright
moments and events occur that give us hope. And isn’t that the meaning of life—to live
for euphoric moments that propel us from the mundane? Sports provide many of these
moments of exhilaration and that is just one reason why we love sports.

There are times when the positive aspects of sport participation and the desired
ecstatic feelings of fans coincide. That is to say, sports fans and athletes share a euphoric
moment in time together, and memories of such an event will always bring a smile to
their faces. When this harmonic convergence occurs we are all reminded that sport, in its
purest form, serves a vital, positive service to society, not least of all in showing that
sportsmanship is alive and well.
One such experience—which is very relevant to today’s event—occurred on May
15, 2008 in a game between the State University of Oswego Lakers and the St. John
Fisher Cardinals (coincidentally enough, the home schools of Tim Delaney and me). In
the top half of the ninth inning, in a game that would decide who would win the Eastern
College Athletic Conference tournament, host team Fisher was trailing by 9-5. Lakers’
player Dan Pecora, a junior at Oswego, hit a line drive down the third base line. Pecora
watched in horror as the ball hit Oswego manager and third base coach Frank Paino on
the side of his head, dropping him to the ground, where he instantly lost consciousness.
Fisher coach Dan Pepicelli was the first person to reach him, yelling to Cardinals athletic
director Bob Ward to call 911. An ambulance soon arrived and, while Paino (who—while
sore for a few days—was soon back on his feet with no lasting injury) was taken to a
nearby hospital, the Fisher players and coaches huddled together. After a few minutes of
discussion, they agreed to concede the game to Oswego. “The gesture,” wrote Kevin
Oklobzija of the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle newspaper, “which ended Fisher’s
season and NCAA Tournament hopes, truly defined amateur athletics. The Cardinals
finished with a 25-14-1 record. ‘It was a lesson in the rules of the game of life,’ said
Marilyn Montesano, a teacher at New Hartford High School near Utica, whose son Marc

was playing in the outfield for Fisher. ‘My son learned a life lesson I could not have
taught him’” (Kevin Oklobzija, “St. John Fisher Baseball Players Get Lesson in Life,”
The Democrat and Chronicle. May 10, 2008:A3).
Indeed, it was a lesson that soon swept through both campuses. “For the players,”
Oklobzija continued, “the minutes and hours that followed—from the time Paino was
struck to the time they learned his injuries weren’t believed to be serious—were
traumatic but precious. Players cried. Parents cried. Players prayed. Parents prayed. And
college baseball players grew as people” (Oklobzija, 2008:A3). The story also received
national attention. It was featured on ESPN, which quoted Fisher’s pitcher Justin Lutes, a
graduating senior whose pitch had been the one Pecora connected with, and—like seven
other of his fellow seniors—whose college career thus came to an end: “It isn’t exactly
the dream I had about how I wanted to go out. But there was a lesson that we all learned.
People may think that sports are their life. But when you see somebody’s life flash before
you, you realize there are bigger things in the world than a baseball game” (Wayne
Drehs, “Inches from Tragedy, Oswego Overcomes.” ESPN.go.com. May 16, 2008:3.
Available:

http://sports.espn.go.com/ncaa/news/story?id=3398247).

The

NCAA’s

Committee on Sportsmanship and Ethical Conduct awarded the Fisher team its national
2008 NCAA Sportsmanship Male Award. The Cardinals were also named as the Empire
8 Conference’s Male Sportsmanship Award winner. Dr. Delaney and I would like to
think that the Fisher and Oswego teams arranged this for our benefit, to show that the
schools of the two authors believe in the reality of sportsmanship.
Seriously, student athletic participation is an important part of the college
experience. And as the story just told demonstrates, this is not simply a matter of a

achieving a winning record. It also relates to the formation of good character. Students
who play a sport are learning discipline and teamwork. These skills help a student to
study. And because the team is depending on each of its players to remain academically
eligible, studying and attending class brings with it added importance. Hard work and
good grades in high school helps a student reach college. Once in college, the good study
habits athletes learned in high school tend to carry over. And on the average, college
athletes perform better (higher graduation rates) than non-athletes. Thus, the benefits of
being involved in sports are vital to the entire college experience. In addition, such bonds
often continue to connect alumni to the schools they went to as students, thereby
fostering a further communal involvement.
Perhaps, when it comes to “sportsmanship”, the main question is—what does it
mean to be a virtuous person in today’s world? Why, when cheating is always an option,
don’t most athletes take the opportunity to do so? Sports Illustrated columnist Joe
Posnanski, in a recent article about the controversy over Alex Rodriguez’s admitted use
of illegal performance-enhancing drugs, addresses this nicely. He writes:
I remember years ago being in a high school accounting class. We had this
teacher who let everyone cheat. Nothing subtle about it. Kids would walk up to
her desk, copy answers, and shout them out for all to hear. She wanted us to
cheat—or at the very least did not care—and so it didn’t seem like cheating. It felt
like what you were supposed to do. Still, I remember one guy who refused. He
kept his head down and worked out the numbers. The guy wasn’t brilliant or
holier than thou. I used to watch him sometimes and wonder what was going on
inside his head. I never asked him. I wish I could now. Because, at the end of the

sad day, the fall of A-Rod just shows that the real question isn’t why some players
cheated. The question is why some others didn’t. (Joe Posnanski, “The End of an
Era? Alex Rodriguez’s Fall Tells Us All We Need to Know about the Steroid
Years”, Sports Illustrated, February 16, 2009:15).
Aristotle’s concept of the noble person, proud of one’s personal achievements
because they are personal achievements while also working within a community to help
develop the best traits of that community, remains a living ideal, and stories of good
sportsmanship need to be told, to counteract the prevailing focus on disreputable and
unprofessional behavior. That is why National Sportsmanship Day is such an important
occasion to stress the continuing reality of fair play, honest effort and communal
aspirations.
There’s an old saying: it isn’t if you win or lose, it’s how you play the game.
While that may sound trite in today’s increasingly competitive world, it still rings true for
those who love sport, especially for what it can do in helping to build character and unite
people for a common cause. Sportsmanship, while a battered concept, remains a worthy
virtue.

Tim Madigan is an Assistant Professor of Philosophy at St. John Fisher College in
Rochester New, York and, with Tim Delaney, co-author of the new book The Sociology
of Sports: An Introduction (Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland & Company, Inc.,
Publishers, 2009) and Sports: Why People Love Them! (Lanham, Maryland: University
Press of America)
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Maiden Choice Lane
Ron A. Ambrosetti

“Clocking
Clocking Koufax”
Koufax
Autumn 1966

Walking out of the tunnels of Baltimore’s Memorial Stadium, even after the
roaring crowds had departed in compressed streams of red taillights, was the best part of
the evening, John Angelina had decided early in the baseball season. Especially now that
the Orioles were headed for a pennant and possibly the World Series, the line of groupies
would wait for the pitchers. Not that the other players or positions were any less
attractive, it was just something about the pitchers. Particularly that battery of pitchers
that year that would in fact find heroes in all unlikely places and circumstances; that year
that would deliver a resounding win at the World Series against the legendary Los
Angeles Dodgers and the brilliant Sandy Koufax.
As predictable as clockwork, a group of unsuspecting fans, mostly young women
in their 20s, would rush the ballplayers as they emerged from the barriers protecting the
mouths of the tunnels. The first time that he himself was importuned, John was confused
and caught totally off guard. Then, once he realized, that he was a “dead ringer” for Milt
Pappas, the Oriole pitcher, he just enjoyed the nightly adoration. And he just signed the
scraps of proffered paper with his version of the Oriole pitcher’s autograph. After it
happened the first time, John’s uncle, a film consultant for the team and reason for John’s
presence at the major league games, informed the real Milt Pappas. The real article
laughed heartily and offered to bring John on the road trips also.

Not that John ever intended to “cash in” on the fringe benefits of working on the
edges of celebrity; he nonetheless endured the endless jabs from his uncle and the real
McCoy pitchers. He also accepted the danger and excitement that inextricably
accompanied the continued camaraderie of the actual baseball players. Standing in at the
plate for the likes of Jim Palmer, Milt Pappas and Moe Drabowski, while they warmed up
during pitching practice, was part of his acceptance into the clubhouse. John
remembered how the stitches on the baseball would dance outside of the laws of physics
as a pitch would rocket past at 95 to 100 mph. His uncle approved because of the
opportunities to test the clocking equipment and put the players at ease with the process.
By the end of September, the Orioles had clinched the American League pennant
and the World Series was ineluctably approaching along with the concomitant cold winds
sweeping in from the west. Also approaching from the west was the looming prospect of
the ominous opposition in the Series of the World Champion Los Angeles Dodgers—and
an untouchable pitching staff crowned by Don Drysdale and Sandy Koufax. The
Dodgers had yet to clinch the National League pennant in a tight three-way race that
included the Pirates and the Giants.
On the last day of the regular 1966 season, high baseball melodrama was played
out in a climactic weekend at both ends of Pennsylvania. On Sunday, October 2, at
Pittsburgh, the second-place Pirates were hosting the third-place Giants. In nearby (to
Baltimore) Philadelphia, the Dodgers were visiting the Phillies for a heart-stopping finale
of the last three games of their season. Their extant World Championship—hard won the
year before in Minneapolis—was on the line.

The Dodgers were on the roll in the tense

pennant race and had won twenty of their twenty-nine games in the month of September.
In fact, on the reliable arm of Sandy Koufax, the Dodgers had captured first place in the
National League on September 11. On the fateful date, Sandy Koufax had pitched his
fortieth and final shutout of his career.
In Baltimore, the sports press was watching the National League race with great
interest. Amongst the Baltimore fans, apprehension was growing despite the Orioles’
ten-game lead in the American League. In fact, on September 11, 1966, while Sandy
Koufax and the Dodgers swept a double header from Houston and rolled into first place,
the Orioles were losing by a lopsided score in Minneapolis, the very scene of the
Dodgers’ World Championship win just a year earlier. The loss in Minneapolis was also
a sign of the Orioles’ sustained September sputter; after mounting an impressive record in
June and July (losing only 18 games in two months), the O’s were only able to win half
of the remaining games in the rest of the 1966 season. As the Baltimore Sun, along with
an entire city of unsettled fans, was observing: the team was “backing into the pennant.”
Compared to the Dodgers’ finale of winning more than two-thirds of September’s
games, the Oriole brass was more than nervous when the bookies made the Dodgers 8-5
favorites in the World Series on October 3rd. The Oriole front office had actually already
anticipated the high probability of facing the Dodgers and had dispatched John’s uncle,
with miniature 8mm cameras in hand, to Philadelphia for the final weekend of the
National League pennant season. Pittsburgh was only a bit farther away, but the
Baltimore management watched the rainy weather forecast for Saturday in Philly and also

knew the rotation of the Dodger pitching. It would all come down to a Sunday afternoon
and a prodigy named Koufax who already won 26 games in the ’66 season.
John Angelina got the call from his uncle on the drizzly Friday evening. His
uncle was driving up to Philly on Saturday morning and trying to get into Connie Mack
Stadium for what surely would be a rain-forced double header on Sunday. If John agreed
to come along, his uncle would be grateful for the second set of hands and perhaps even a
second angle of vision for the cameras. Besides, the sports bars and hotel restaurants in
South Philly might even provide an advance glimpse of the Dodgers and the famed
battery of LA pitchers. John consented to the 8 a.m. pickup by his uncle.
As it turned out, getting “privileged access” into the Sunday double header (the
Saturday game was in fact rained out) was not only “facilitated” by the Phillies’ front
office but also the seats were awesome. The Baltimore management found allies in the
Phillie organization due to good memory on the part of the Oriole front office. Two
years earlier, in early June of ’64, the World Champion Dodgers had arrived in
Philadelphia and Sandy Koufax had become, with 30,000 Phillie fans watching, only the
second pitcher in modern baseball (after Bob Feller) to pitch three no-hitters. Philly
manager vowed in rage to never have Koufax mow down his team again. Mauch had
actually, it was reported in the gossip columns of the sports pages, calculated the Koufax
rotation as far in the future as early September. Mauch had been overjoyed that the next
match between the two teams was scheduled over the Jewish New Year. Koufax would
not pitch during the High Holydays. Everyone remembered the unexpected Koufax
disappearance from Dodger Stadium in September 1963. Suspicions about Koufax’s

health were allayed only when he finally showed up and said: “It was Yom Kippur.” A
few weeks later in October 1963, the iconic Mickey Mantle lost some national glow
when he referred to the LA pitcher as “Yom Koufax.” Mantle had just been humiliated
in the Dodger sweep of the Yankees in the ’63 World Series.
John and his uncle were treated as royalty when they showed up in Connie Mack
Stadium on Sunday morning to pick up their tickets for the double header. The seats
were nearly front row and behind home plate. No one in the Philly front office asked
about the obvious pair of camera bags. John could have sworn that in fact he observed
subtle smiles all around. Additionally, the peanuts, popcorn and soft drinks arrived with
regularity at their seats.
The next surprise came when Drysdale was chased before three innings in the first
game. John and his uncle used very little film in the first game as the growing prospect
of a Koufax appearance in the second game became more inevitable. At one point,
however, the cameras jumped to life as Sandy Koufax actually ran down to the bullpen in
a futile gesture to appear as a relief pitcher in the doomed first game. Two errors later,
the defeated Dodgers returned to a glum clubhouse and the knowledge of a sudden life
and death situation in the next and final game of the season.
John and his uncle aimed the cameras at Koufax warming up for the final and
decisive game of the regular season; in fact, his warm-up sessions were notoriously
marathon stretches. It was not uncommon for Koufax to throw a hundred pitches or more
in the warm up. As Koufax’s elegant deliveries homed in on the plate at a 100 mph, the
opposing team would watch in desperation and feel its spirits sink. John listened as the

public address system in the stadium announced that Willie McCovey had lifted a home
run out of the ballpark in Pittsburgh; the Giants’ victory meant that the Dodgers had to
win. The surreptitious Baltimore cameras were rolling not only because the opening of
the World Series was just two days away but also because of the inevitability of Koufax’s
imminent victory in the next two hours and thirty-four minutes of baseball at its best.
Working on only two days’ rest, Koufax found in the early innings of the game
that he had no curve ball. In the bottom of the first inning, he struggled with two on and
two out. Koufax could not get the curve over the plate and John was focusing the second
camera on the pitcher’s hands and the ever-important appearance of the glove through the
wind up. Koufax went to the heat and Richie Allen struck out as Koufax escaped early
trouble and the ditched his curve for the rest of the game. Starting in the bottom of the
second inning, Koufax threw nothing but a fastball for the rest of the game. What was
absolutely amazing was that the Philly batters knew it also; they knew what was coming
and could not prevent Koufax and the Dodgers from winning the game and the pennant.
John and his uncle got it all down on film. Years later John would reflect on the film’s
value not only for the edification of the Oriole hitters but as a chronicle of the final days
of baseball’s greatest pitcher. It was the falling trail of a dying comet as its final flare of
light raced to darkness’ horizon.
Here comes the part about which John knew he would regale his grandchildren
many years later. After Koufax allowed three runs in the bottom of the ninth, he struck
out the final two batters with a holy determination that resembled the perfect game of the
year before in the Blue Heaven of Chavez Ravine. The fabled Dodger clubhouse once

more was baseball’s Camelot in a wash of champagne and eruption of shaving cream.
For Sandy Koufax, the mystical grail of the gifted athlete—so steady in his 10-year grip
of the baseball curvature--was soon to slip away. He had just won his last game of his
professional career. The celebratory champagne could not eradicate the permeation of
the Capsolin. The pain reliever had been applied to his arthritic left elbow for years, and
this final night of the season was no exception. After each game, the Capsolin—a hot
sauce extracted from red-hot chili peppers and applied with surgical gloves—was purged
from the skin a tub of ice water. The searing sauce was attenuated and the swollen elbow
was eased from its edema.
After packing their equipment, John and his uncle looked for the Philly front
office to offer both condolences for the game and gratitude for the seats. John left the
equipment with his uncle and looked for a restroom before the 90-mile trek back to
Baltimore. John took two turns in the tunnels between the clubhouses and was lost. He
wandered into a locker room that was too quiet to be off limits. He found himself
looking directly at Sandy Koufax whose left arm was grotesquely swollen, even under a
rubber set of wraps in the ice water bucket. The legendary pitcher looked up and smiled
as he hoisted a bottle of beer to his lips. Two empties reposed by the tub of water.
“Hi, kid.”
Even after four entire seasons of sitting in the Baltimore dugout next to the likes
of Brooks and Frank Robinson, Jim Palmer, Dave McNally and Boog Powell, John
flushed with surprise and stammered to a quick: “Excuse me, Mr. Koufax.”

“Want a beer, kid? Even with the hat you have on, I am willing to share my pain
killers.”
John touched his own head in total amnesia of the fact that he had slipped his
Oriole hat on in preparation of the car trip home. It was part of packing up the gear and
getting on the road. This time the words did not come.
“So what is a nice Jewish kid from Baltimore doing in Philadelphia? Hedging
your bets and scouting the opposition for the Series?”
“I came to the game with my uncle. But I am not Jewish.”
“Actually, I am glad about that. Otherwise I’d be hearing from every rabbi in
Philly about drinking with minors.”
“I turned 21 last summer.”
The great Sandy Koufax broke out in a hearty laugh and then when his elbow
shifted in the ice water his face turned into a tight grimace.
“Do you play baseball, kid?”
“Actually, I was a pitcher in high school. Until I ripped a deltoid playing
handball.”
“It is always those other games that get us. My off-season golf is not helping this
monstrosity of an arm. What high school in Philly did you play for?”
“It was a Roman Catholic seminary in Baltimore.”
“Well, I guess that you really are not Jewish. But you should have been—would
have saved your arm. Jews don’t play handball. That game is part of that preppy

Catholic school stuff. Anyway, I am sorry about your arm and you really do need a beer
as badly as I do. Do you go to college?”
“I am senior at Loyola in Baltimore.”
“I went to Columbia for a while. And then the team moved to LA. I just can’t
myself over to UCLA with everything…. Well, you can see here for yourself.”
“You are the greatest pitcher in the history of the game.”
“You know what I always say, kid? Baseball is what you did until you grew up.”
What happened to your seminary training? Aren’t you still going to be a Catholic priest?
“No. I ran afoul of some rules and regulations. I left the seminary two years
ago.”
“Yeah, I know about those things. This religious stuff sometimes is more baffling
than a wild pitch. Can’t win sometimes. Last year after I honored the High Holydays
and did not pitch in Minneapolis. That was cool, right? A week later I was the goat of
the game; people claimed that I was eating ham sandwiches in downtown Minneapolis.”
John desperately wanted to ask him if the ham sandwich story was true. He found
the discretion of biting his tongue.
“Look, kid. Nice talking to you. I have to get this arm into a shirtsleeve and get
on the bus. We are flying back to LA tonight. Big game in two days, you know. So,
whom are you rooting for?” Koufax paused. “Don’t answer that.”
Before John could say any else, Sandy Koufax was up and moving away from the
tub of now melted ice water.

Without looking and still walking away, Koufax yelled back to John: “Your guys
look pretty good. I played against some of them in the All Star Game in July. Don’t tell
them what you saw here; they might just know how close it will be.”
“By the way, kid, I saw you in the second row behind home plate. You and—
your uncle, you say—were pretty busy with those movie cameras. When I pitch, I look
straight into and through the plate. I had a better view of you than you had of me. Have a
safe trip back to B-more. See you in LA in two days?”
John was dumbfounded. He was not going to LA, although his uncle was. He
found a restroom and then wandered back to his uncle’s impatience in the tunnel to the
parking lot. His uncle had been drinking and also had to pee. His uncle’s mood darkened
when he drank. When his uncle returned, they both went into the Phillies’ front office and
retrieved the camera bags.
Once out in the parking lot, John offered to drive and let his uncle have another
one or two for the road. His uncle was agreeable to more drinking and additional
disagreeability. John steered the car down Broad Street toward the Schuylkill
Expressway and headed off to the brand new I-95. His uncle was sound asleep by the
time they passed the Delaware Memorial Bridge.
Listening to his uncle’s deep snoring, John was amazed by his meeting Sandy
Koufax. He thought of that great arm and its pitiable distortion wrapped in plastic and
turned blue in the ice water. He could still smell the Capsolin, of which he had only read.

Approaching the interstate bridge over the broad expanse in the Susquehanna
River, John touched the brakes lightly. His uncle was out cold and snoring in the arms of
Morpheus. John stopped the car in the middle of the bridge. Careful to be quiet, John
reached to the back of the car and found the camera bags. He opened the one with the
film that had been shot earlier in the day. Grasping all of the film canisters, he opened
his door quietly and avoided the noise of the stray passing vehicle.
He walked around the back of the car and stood at the bridge railing. He sailed
each canister, the diameter of a baseball, into the vast darkness of empty space high
above the river. He remembered from a British Romanticism course in the seminary that
Shelley and other utopians had planned to come to the banks of this very flume. The
8mm mini-canisters flew outward and dropped earthward with the grace of a perfectly
pitched curve ball. John’s deltoid muscle felt the soothing cold of an ice water bath.
The next morning, John’s uncle called him and bellowed through the phone wires:
“Those fucking Phillies. They stole our film. I knew that I should not have left it in their
office for five fucking minutes. Those cocksuckers now will kill Koufax next year
thanks to MY fucking film. John, I am really pissed.”
“I have to get to school. I need to work on a paper for poetry class. Have a good
trip to LA.”
“Ok, John. I will. And you need to stop reading about those fucking faggots and
get a life in video. It’s coming, John. Listen to your uncle.”

